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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

AGENDA 

27th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5) 

Wednesday 2 October 2019 

The Committee will meet at 9.30 am in the Mary Fairfax Somerville Room (CR2). 

1. Decision on taking business in private: The Committee will decide whether
to take item 4 in private.

2. Subordinate legislation: The Committee will consider the following negative
instrument—

Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment Order 2019. 

3. Pre-Budget/Financial scrutiny on roads maintenance in Scotland: The
Committee will take evidence from—

Keith Robertson, Lead Member for the Roads, Infrastructure and 
Active Travel work stream, Mobility and Access Committee in Scotland; 

Martin Reid, Policy Director (Scotland and Northern Ireland), Road 
Haulage Association; 

David Sulman, Deputy Chief Executive of Confederation of Forest 
Industries, and Alistair Speedie, Chair, Timber Transport Forum;

Paul White, Director - Scotland, Confederation of Passenger Transport; 

Keith Irving, Chief Executive, Cycling Scotland; 

Ian McCall, Senior Development Officer, Paths For All; 

and then from— 

Stewart Turner, Chair, and Ewan Wallace, Vice Chair, Society of Chief 
Officers of Transportation in Scotland; 
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Councillor Steven Heddle, Environment and Economy Spokesperson, 
and Robert Nicol, Environment and Economy Chief Officer, The 
Convention of Scottish Local Authorities; 

Donald Morrison, Head of Asset Management and Procurement, and 
Angela Owen, Head of Asset Management, Transport Scotland. 

4. Pre-budget/financial scrutiny on roads maintenance in Scotland: The
Committee will review the evidence heard during the meeting.

Steve Farrell 
Clerk to the Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee 

Room T3.60 
The Scottish Parliament 

Edinburgh 
Tel: 0131 348 5211 

Email: steve.farrell@parliament.scot 
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The papers for this meeting are as follows— 
 
Agenda Item 2  

SSI cover note 
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Agenda Item 3  

Budget public cover paper 
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Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee 

27th Meeting, 2018 (Session 5), Wednesday 2 October 2019 

Subordinate Legislation 

Title of Instrument:  

The Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment Order 2019 
 
Type of Instrument: Negative 
 
Laid Date: 12 September 2019 
 
Coming into force: 31 October 2019 
 
Minister to attend the meeting: No 
 
Procedure 
 
1. Under the negative procedure, an instrument comes into force on the date 

specified on it (the “coming into force date”) unless a motion to annul is agreed to 
by the Parliament within the 40-day period. Lead committees are not obliged to 
report to the Parliament on negative instruments, except where a motion 
recommending annulment has been lodged.  

 
Policy Objectives and Background 
 
2. The purpose of this instrument is to amend the Plant Health (Scotland) Order 2005 

which implements EU legislation that are either new or strengthen existing plant 

health measures, to address risk presented by pests and diseases.  Further details 

of the measures are outlined in the Policy Note. 

 

3. The instrument and Policy Note are attached, as well as being available online at 

the link above.  

Consideration by the Delegated Powers and Law Reform Committee 

4. At its meeting on 24 September 2019, the Delegated Powers and Law Reform 

(DPLR) Committee considered the instrument, and had no points to raise. 

 
Recommendation 
 
5. The Committee is invited to consider any issues that it wishes to raise in 

relation to this instrument. 
 

Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee Clerks 
September 2019 
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POLICY NOTE 
 

The Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment Order 2019 (SSI 2019/290) 
 
The Scottish Ministers make this Order in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 
2 and 3(1) of the Plant Health Act 1967 and paragraph 1A of schedule 2 of the 
European Communities Act 1972 and all other powers enabling them to do so. 
 

Purpose of this instrument. To amend the Plant Health (Scotland) Order 2005 
(S.S.I. 2005/613) (“the PH Order 2005”) to implement several pieces of EU 
legislation that are either new or strengthen existing plant health measures.  

 

Policy Objectives 
 
This instrument (“the Order”) amends secondary legislation relating to plant health.  

 
The Order implements EU measures arising from technical changes in the 
assessment of the risks presented by particular pests and diseases and introduces 
new and strengthening measures to address risk presented by other pests and 
diseases.   
 
Legislation 
 
Directive 2000/29/EC on protective measures against the introduction into the 
Community of organisms harmful to plants or plant products and against their spread 
within the Community (“the PH Directive”) establishes the EU plant health regime. It 
contains measures to be taken in order to prevent the introduction into, and spread 
within, the EU of pests and diseases injurious to plants and plant produce which are 
specified in the Annexes to the PH Directive. The PH Directive is implemented in 
Scotland by the PH Order 2005 (and, in relation to forestry materials, The Plant Health 
(Forestry) Order 2005). Similar but separate plant health legislation to the PH Order 
2005 operates in England, Wales and Northern Ireland. 
 
The measures being implemented in the Order are contained in several pieces of EU 
legislation: 
 

• 98/109/EC: Commission Decision of 2 February 1998 which authorises 
Member States temporarily to take emergency measures against the 
dissemination of Thrips palmi Karny as regards Thailand, 

• 2004/200/EC: Commission Decision of 27 February 2004 which sets out 
measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Community 
of Pepino mosaic virus, 

• Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2017/2374 which sets out conditions 
for movement, storage and processing of certain fruits and their hybrids 
originating in third countries to prevent the introduction into the Union of certain 
harmful organisms; 

• Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/490 of 21 March 2018 which 
repealed Decision 2007/365/EC on emergency measures to prevent the 
introduction into and the spread within the Community of Rhynchophorus 
ferrugineus (Olivier); 
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• Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/638 which establishes 
emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the 
Union of the harmful organism Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith); 

• Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/1503 which establishes 
measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Union of 
Aromia bungii (Faldermann);  

• Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/449 which strengthens 
measures sets out in Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/715 on 
certain fruits originating in certain third countries to prevent the introduction into 
and spread within the Union of the harmful organism Phyllosticta citricarpa 
(McAlpine) Van der Aa; and 

• Commission Implementing Directive (EU) 2019/523 (“Directive 2019/523”) 
which modifies the annexes of the PH Directive as a result of technical changes 
in the assessment of risks presented by particular pests and diseases.  (A 
transposition note showing how Directive 2019/523 is transposed by the Order 
has been published.) 

 
The Order also adds Olea europea (olive trees) to tree notification article; and creates 
new measures for Rose rosette virus and its vector Phyllocotes fructiphilus (Keifer 
1940). It was agreed by the UK Plant Services that if the EU were not going to be 
introducing measures to combat this at the earliest opportunity we would be 
introducing national measures. The Commission are aware of this decision.   
 
Further information  
 

Consultation  
 
Given that the Order makes technical changes, responsibility for compliance with 
which falls on the exporting country, consultation was not generally required. The 
measures in place are to ensure Scotland is protected from harmful plant pests 
entering Scotland. 
 
However, Rose rosette virus and its vector Phyllocotes fructiphilus (Keifer 1940) were 
subject to consultations with the sectors involved. They were fully supportive of these 
measures.   
 

Impact Assessments  
 
The amendments to the PH Order 2005 are technical and place additional conditions 
on exporting countries. Therefore, no impact assessments have been prepared. 
 

Financial Effects  
  

No BRIA is necessary as the Order has no financial effects on the Scottish 
Government, local government or on businesses. 
 

SASA (Plant Health) Agriculture Delivery Directorate 
September 2019 
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S C O T T I S H  S T A T U T O R Y  I N S T R U M E N T S  

2019 No. 290 

PLANT HEALTH 

The Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment Order 2019 

Made - - - - 10th September 2019 

Laid before the Scottish Parliament 12th September 2019 

Coming into force - - 31st October 2019 

The Scottish Ministers make the following Order in exercise of the powers conferred by sections 2 

and 3 of the Plant Health Act 1967(a) and paragraph 1A of schedule 2 of the European 

Communities Act 1972(b) and all other powers enabling them to do so. 

This Order makes provision for preventing the introduction and spread of pests in Scotland and is, 

in part, called for by EU obligations in 98/109/EC: Commission Decision of 2 February 1998 

authorising Member States temporarily to take emergency measures against the dissemination of 

Thrips palmi Karny as regards Thailand; 2004/200/EC: Commission Decision of 27 February 

2004 on measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Community of Pepino 

mosaic virus; Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2017/2374 of 15 December 2017 setting 

out conditions for movement, storage and processing of certain fruits and their hybrids originating 

in third countries to prevent the introduction into the Union of certain harmful organisms; 

Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/490 of 21 March 2018 repealing Decision 

2007/365/EC on emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the 

Community of Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier); Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 

2018/638 of 23 April 2018 establishing emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and 

the spread within the Union of the harmful organism Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith); Commission 

Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/1503 of 8 October 2018 establishing measures to prevent the 

introduction into and the spread within the Union of Aromia bungii (Faldermann); Commission 

Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/449 of 18 March 2019 amending Commission Implementing 

Decision (EU) 2016/715 setting out measures in respect of certain fruits originating in certain third 

countries to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Union of the harmful organism 

Phyllosticta citricarpa (McAlpine) Van der Aa; and Commission Implementing Directive (EU) 

2019/523 of 21 March 2019 amending Annexes I to V to Council Directive 2000/29/EC on 

protective measures against the introduction into the Community of organisms harmful to plants or 

plant products and against their spread within the Community. 

                                                                                                                                            
(a) 1967 c.8.  Section 2 was amended by paragraph 8(2)(a) of schedule 4 of the European Communities Act 1972 (c.68), Part 1 

of the table in paragraph 12 of schedule 4 of the Customs and Excise Management Act 1979 (c.2) and S.I. 1990/2371 and 
2011/1043.  Section 3 was amended by paragraph 8(2) and (3) of schedule 4 of the European Communities Act 1972, 
section 42 of the Criminal Justice Act 1982 (c.48), group 2 of the table in paragraph 1 of part 14 of schedule 1 of the Statute 
Law (Repeals) Act 1993 (c.50) and S.I. 2011/1043.  The powers conferred by sections 2 and 3 are conferred on a 
“competent authority”, which is defined in section 1(2).  Section 1(2) provides that the Scottish Ministers are the competent 
authority for Scotland for the purposes of the Act. 

(b) 1972 c.68.  Paragraph 1A of schedule 2 was inserted by section 28 of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 
(c.51) and amended by Part 1 of the schedule of the European Union (Amendment) Act 2008 (c.7) and S.I. 2007/1388. 
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This Order makes provision for a purpose mentioned in section 2(2) of the European Communities 

Act 1972(a) and it appears to the Scottish Ministers that it is expedient for the references to 

Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/638 establishing emergency measures to prevent 

the introduction into and the spread within the Union of the harmful organism Spodoptera 

frugiperda (Smith) and Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/1503 establishing 

measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Union of Aromia bungii 

(Faldermann) to be construed as references to those instruments as amended from time to time. 

Citation and commencement 

1. This Order may be cited as the Plant Health (Scotland) Amendment Order 2019 and comes

into force on 31 October 2019. 

Amendment of the Plant Health (Scotland) Order 2005 

2. The Plant Health (Scotland) Order 2005(b) is amended in accordance with articles 3 to 13.

Amendment of article 2 

3. In article 2(1) (general interpretation)—

(a) after the definition of “authorised officer”, insert—

““citrus fruits for processing” means fruits of Citrus L., Fortunella Swingle, Poncirus

Raf., Microcitrus Swingle, Naringi Adans., or Swinglea Merr., which originate in a 

third country and are destined for industrial processing into juice in the European 

Union;”, 

(b) omit the definition of “citrus fruits for processing under Decision (EU) 2016/715”,

(c) after the definition of “Decision (EU) 2016/715”, insert—

““Decision (EU) 2018/638” means Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/638

establishing emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within 

the Union of the harmful organism Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith)(c), as amended from 

time to time; 

“Decision (EU) 2018/1503” means Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 

2018/1503 establishing measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within 

the Union of Aromia bungii (Faldermann)(d), as amended from time to time;”, 

(d) in the definition of “Directive 2000/29/EC”, at the end insert “, as last amended by

Commission Implementing Directive (EU) 2019/523”, and

(e) in the definition of “relevant material”, at the end insert “or any machinery or vehicle

which has been operated for agricultural or forestry purposes”.

Amendment of article 6 

4. In article 6 (advance notification of landing), in paragraph (3A), omit “under Decision (EU)

2016/715”. 

(a) Section 2(2) was amended by paragraph 15(3) of schedule 8 of the Scotland Act 1998 (c.46) (“the 1998 Act”) (which was 
amended by section 27(4) of the Legislative and Regulatory Reform Act 2006 (c.51) (“the 2006 Act”)).  Section 2(2) was 
also amended by section 27(1)(a) of the 2006 Act and by section 3(3) and Part 1 of schedule 1 of the European Union 
(Amendment) Act 2008 (c.7).  The functions conferred upon the Minister of the Crown under section 2(2), insofar as within
devolved competence, were transferred to the Scottish Ministers by virtue of section 53 of the 1998 Act. 

(b) S.S.I. 2005/613, as last amended by S.S.I. 2019/242.  S.S.I. 2005/613 is also prospectively amended by S.S.I. 2019/124, 
from “exit day” within the meaning of section 20 of the European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 (c.16) (see Part 3 of S.S.I.
2019/124; Part 2 of S.S.I. 2019/124, which came into force on 29 March 2019, also amended S.S.I. 2005/613). 

(c) OJ L 105, 25.4.2018, p.31. 
(d) OJ L 254, 10.10.2018, p.9. 
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Amendment of article 19 

5. In article 19 (prohibitions on landing plant pests and relevant material), in paragraph (4), omit

“under Decision (EU) 2016/715”. 

Amendment of article 19B 

6. In article 19B(2) (landing of trees in Scotland), in sub-paragraphs (a) and (b), after “Fraxinus

L.” insert “Olea europaea”. 

Amendment of schedule 1 

7. In schedule 1 (plant pests which shall not be landed in or spread within Scotland)—

(a) in Part A (plant pests not known to occur in any part of the European Union)—

(i) under the heading “Insects, mites and nematodes”—

(aa) after item 5a insert—

“5b. Aromia bungii (Faldermann)”, 

(bb) after the second item numbered 15a insert— 

“15b. Grapholita packardi Zeller”, 

(cc) after item 23 insert—

“23a. Neoleucinodes elegantalis (Guenée) 

23b. Oemona hirta (Fabricius 

23c. Phyllocoptes fructiphilus (Keifer 1940)”, 

(ii) under the heading “Fungi”, after item 3 insert—

“3a. Elsinoë australis Bitanc. & Jenk.;. 

3b. Elsinoë citricola X.L. Fan, R.W. Barreto & Crous; 

3c. Elsinoë fawcetti Bitanc. & Jenk.”, 

(iii) under the heading “Viruses and virus-like organisms”, after item 2 insert—

“2a. Rose rosette virus”, 

(b) in Part B (plant pests known to occur in the European Union)—

(i) under the heading “Insects, mites and nematodes”—

(aa) after item 8 insert—

“8a. Pityophthorus juglandis Blackman”, 

(bb) after item 10 insert— 

“10a. Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier)”, 
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(ii) under the heading “Fungi”—

(aa) before item 1 insert—

“A1. Ceratocystis platani (J.M. Walter) Engelbr. & T.C. Harr”, 

(bb) after item 1 insert— 

“1a. Fusarium circinatum Nirenberg & O’Donnell 

1b. Geosmithia morbida Kolarik, Freeland, Utley & Tisserat”. 

Amendment of schedule 2 

8. In schedule 2 (relevant material which may not be landed in or moved within Scotland if that

material is carrying or infected with plant pests)— 

(a) in Part A (plant pests not known to occur in the European Union)—

(i) under the heading “Insects, mites and nematodes”, omit item 11,

(ii) under the heading “Fungi”, omit item 10,

(b) in Part B (plant pests known to occur in the European Union)—

(i) under the heading “Insects, mites and nematodes”, in the second column of item 14,

after “seeds, of” insert “Cedrus Trew or”,

(ii) under the heading “Viruses and virus-like organisms”, after item 6 insert—

“6a. Seeds of Solanum lycopersicum L. Pepino mosaic virus”. 

Amendment of schedule 3 

9. In schedule 3 (relevant material which may not be landed in Scotland if that material

originates in certain third countries)— 

(a) for item 10 substitute—

“10. Soil consisting in part of solid organic 

substances or other growing medium 

consisting in whole or in part of solid 

organic substances, other than any growing 

medium that is composed entirely of peat or 

fibre of Cocos nucifera L. and has not been 

previously used for growing plants or for 

any agricultural purposes. 

Any third country, other than 

Switzerland”, 

(b) omit item 18.

Amendment of schedule 4 

10. In schedule 4 (restrictions on the landing in and movement within Scotland of relevant

material)— 

(a) in Part A (relevant material, from third countries, which may only be landed in Scotland

if special requirements are satisfied)—

(i) after item 7c insert—

“7d. Plants, other than seeds, of Juglans L. or 

Pterocarya Kunth, intended for planting, 

originating in the USA 

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) they have been grown
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throughout their life in an 

area established by the 

national plant protection 

organisation in the country 

of origin in accordance 

with ISPM No. 4 as an 

area that is free from 

Geosmithia morbida 

Kolarik, Freeland, Utley 

& Tisserat and its vector 

Pityophthorus juglandis 

Blackman; 

(b) they:

(i) originate in a place

of production where

neither symptoms

of Geosmithia

morbida Kolarik,

Freeland, Utley &

Tisserat nor its

vector

Pityophthorus

juglandis

Blackman, or the

presence of the

vector, have been

observed during

official inspections

of the place of

production and its

vicinity (which, as a

minimum, must

include the area

lying within a

radius of 5 km of

the place of

production) carried

out in the period of

two years prior to

their export;

(ii) have been inspected

immediately prior

to export; and

(iii) have been handled

and packaged in

ways to prevent

their infestation

once they have left

the place of

production; or

(c) they:

(i) originate in a place

of production with

complete physical

isolation;
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(ii) have been inspected

immediately prior

to export; and

(iii) have been handled

and packaged in

ways to prevent

their infestation

once they have left

the place of

production.

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (a), the name of the 

area must also be mentioned on 

the certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration”.”, 

(ii) for item 8 substitute—

“8. Plants, other than seeds, of Platanus L., 

intended for planting, originating in 

Albania, Armenia, Switzerland, Turkey or 

the USA 

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection

organisation in the country

of origin in accordance

with ISPM No. 4 as an

area that is free from

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr.; or

(b) no symptoms of

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr. have been observed

at the place of production

or in its immediate

vicinity since the

beginning of the last

complete cycle of

vegetation.

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (a), the name of the 

area must also be mentioned on 

the certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration”.”,  
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(iii) after item 11a insert—

“11b. Plants, other than plants in tissue culture or 

seeds, of Crataegus L., Cydonia Mill., 

Malus Mill., Prunus L., Pyrus L. or 

Vaccinium L., intended for planting, 

originating in Canada, Mexico or the USA 

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) they have been grown

throughout their life in an

area established by the

national plant protection

organisation in the country

of origin in accordance

with ISPM No. 4 as an

area that is free from

Grapholita packardi

Zeller;

(b) they have been:

(i) grown throughout

their life in a place

of production

established in

accordance with

ISPM No. 10 as a

place of production

that is free from

Grapholita

packardi Zeller,

which is registered

and supervised by

the national plant

protection

organisation in the

country of origin

and has been

subjected annually

to inspections for

any signs of

Grapholita

packardi Zeller

carried out at

appropriate times;

(ii) grown in a site with

the application of

appropriate

preventive

treatments, where

the absence of

Grapholita

packardi Zeller has

been confirmed by

official surveys

carried out annually

at appropriate

times; and

(iii) subjected to a

meticulous

inspection for the

presence of
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Grapholita 

packardi Zeller 

immediately prior 

to export; or 

(b) they have been grown in a

site with complete

physical protection against

the introduction of

Grapholita packardi

Zeller.

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (a), the name of the 

area must also be mentioned on 

the certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration” and 

must have been previously 

notified in writing to the 

European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation.”, 

(iv) in item 15, in the third column, for paragraph (f) substitute—

“(f) in the case of fruits destined for industrial processing into juice in the European 

Union— 

(i) they have been found free of symptoms of Xanthomonas citri pv. citri and

Xanthomonas citri pv. aurantifolii during official inspections carried out prior

to export;

(ii) they originate in a site of production which, along with the immediate

vicinity, was subject to appropriate treatments and cultural practices against

Xanthomonas citri pv. citri and Xanthomonas citri pv. aurantifolii;

(iii) they are subject to a licence granted under article 40(1) of this Order

authorising their movement within Scotland and, where applicable, their

processing and storage in Scotland;

(iv) they are transported in individual packages bearing a label which contains a

traceability code and indicates that the fruits are destined for industrial

processing; and

(v) includes information on traceability.”,

(v) in item 17, in the third column, in paragraph (e)—

(aa) omit the “and” before sub-paragraph (ii),

(bb) after sub-paragraph (ii) insert—

“(iii) they are subject to a licence granted under article 40(1) of this Order

authorising their movement within Scotland and, where applicable, their 

processing and storage in Scotland; and 

(iv) includes information on traceability.”,

(vi) in item 17a, in the third column, in paragraph (b)—

(aa) in sub-paragraph (i), after “Argentina” insert “or Brazil”,

(bb) omit sub-paragraph (ii),
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(vii) for items 18 and 18a substitute—

“18. Fruits of Citrus L., Fortunella Swingle, 

Poncirus Raf., Mangifera L. or Prunus 

L., originating in any third country 

The fruits must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as

being free from

Tephritidae (non-

European) in accordance

with the measures

specified in ISPM No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection

organisation in the country

of origin in accordance

with ISPM No. 4 as an

area that is free from

Tephritidae (non-

European);

(c) no signs of Tephritidae

(non-European) have been

observed at the place of

production or in its

immediate vicinity since

the beginning of the last

complete cycle of

vegetation on official

inspections carried out at

least monthly during the

three months prior to

harvesting, and none of

the fruits harvested at the

place of production have

shown, in appropriate

official examinations,

signs of Tephritidae (non-

European); or

(d) they have been subjected

to an effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

Tephritidae (non-

European).

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (a), the freedom 

status of the country must have 

been previously notified in 

writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 
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Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (b), the name of the 

area must also be mentioned on 

the certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration” and 

must have been previously 

notified in writing to the 

European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (c), information on 

traceability must also be 

included in the certificate. 

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (d), details of the 

treatment data must also be 

mentioned on the certificate and 

the treatment method must have 

been previously notified in 

writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

18a. Fruits of Capsicum (L.), Citrus L., other 

than Citrus limon (L.) Osbeck. or Citrus 

aurantiifolia (Christm.) Swingle, Prunus 

persica (L.) Batsch or Punica granatum 

L., originating in any country of the 

African continent, Cape Verde, Saint 

Helena, Madagascar, La Reunion, 

Mauritius or Israel 

The fruits must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) they originate in a

country which is

recognised as being free

from Thaumatotibia

leucotreta (Meyrick) in

accordance with the

measures specified in

ISPM No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the

national plant protection

organisation in the

country of origin in

accordance with ISPM

No. 4 as an area that is

free from Thaumatotibia

leucotreta (Meyrick);

(c) they:
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(i) originate in a place

of production

established by the

national plant

protection

organisation in the

country of origin

in accordance with

ISPM No. 10 as a

place of production

that is free from

Thaumatotibia

leucotreta

(Meyrick); and

(ii) are free from

Thaumatotibia

leucotreta

(Meyrick) as

shown from

official inspections

carried out at the

place of production

at appropriate

times during the

growing season,

which included at

least one visual

examination on

representative

samples of fruit; or

(iii) they have been

subjected to an

effective cold or

other treatment to

ensure freedom

from

Thaumatotibia

leucotreta

(Meyrick).

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (a), the freedom 

status of the country must have 

been previously notified in 

writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 
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Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (b), the name of the 

area must also be mentioned on 

the certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration” and 

must have been previously 

notified in writing to the 

European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (c), information on 

traceability must also be 

included in the certificate. 

Where the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export includes 

the official statement referred to 

in paragraph (d), details of the 

treatment data must also be 

mentioned on the certificate and 

the treatment method, together 

with documentary evidence of its 

effectiveness, must have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation.”, 

(viii) after item 18a insert—

“18b. Fruits of Malus Mill. originating in 

any third country 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that: 

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as being

free from Enarmonia

prunivora Walsh,

Grapholita inopinata

Heinrich and Rhagoletis

pomonella (Walsch) in

accordance with the

measures specified in ISPM

No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from
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Enarmonia prunivora 

Walsh, Grapholita inopinata 

Heinrich and Rhagoletis 

pomonella (Walsch); 

(c) they originate in a place of

production where official

inspections and surveys for

the presence of Enarmonia

prunivora Walsh,

Grapholita inopinata

Heinrich and Rhagoletis

pomonella (Walsch) are

carried out at appropriate

times during the growing

season, including at least

one visual examination on

representative samples of

fruits, and have shown the

fruits to be free from those

plant pests; or

(d) they have been subjected to

an effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

Enarmonia prunivora

Walsh, Grapholita inopinata

Heinrich and Rhagoletis

pomonella (Walsch).

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the freedom status of the 

country must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” and have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 
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Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c), information on traceability 

must also be included in the 

certificate. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(d), details of the treatment data 

must also be included in the 

certificate and the treatment 

method must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

18c. Fruits of Malus Mill. or Pyrus L., 

originating in any third country 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that:  

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as being

free from Guignardia

piricola (Nosa) Yamamoto

in accordance with the

measures specified in ISPM

No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from

Guignardia piricola (Nosa)

Yamamoto;

(c) they originate in a place of

production where official

inspections and surveys for

the presence of Guignardia

piricola (Nosa) Yamamoto

are carried out at appropriate

times during the growing

season, including at least

one visual examination on

representative samples of

fruits, and have shown the

fruits to be free from that

plant pest; or

(d) they have been subjected to

an effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

Guignardia piricola (Nosa)

Yamamoto.
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Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the freedom status of the 

country must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation.  

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” and must have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c), information on traceability 

must also be included in the 

certificate. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(d), details of the treatment data 

must also be included in the 

certificate and the treatment 

method must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

18d. Fruits of Malus Mill. or Pyrus L., 

originating in any third country 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that:  

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as being

free from Tachypterellus

quadrigibbus Say in

accordance with the

measures specified in ISPM

No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in
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accordance with ISPM No. 4 

as an area that is free from 

Tachypterellus quadrigibbus 

Say; 

(c) they originate in a place of

production where official

inspections and surveys for

the presence of

Tachypterellus quadrigibbus

Say are carried out at

appropriate times during the

growing season, including at

least one visual examination

on representative samples of

fruits, and have shown the

fruits to be free from that

plant pest; or

(d) they have been subjected to

an effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

Tachypterellus quadrigibbus

Say.

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the freedom status of the 

country must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” and must have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c), information on traceability 

must also be included in the 

certificate. 
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Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(d), details of the treatment data 

must also be included in the 

certificate and the treatment 

method must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

18e. Fruits of Malus Mill., Prunus L., 

Pyrus L. or Vaccinium L., 

originating in Canada, Mexico or the 

USA 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that: 

(a) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from

Grapholita packardi Zeller;

(b) they originate in a place of

production where official

inspections and surveys for

the presence of Grapholita

packardi Zeller are carried

out at appropriate times

during the growing season,

including at least one visual

examination on

representative samples of

fruits, and have shown the

fruits to be free from that

plant pest; or

(c) they have been subjected to

an effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

Grapholita packardi Zeller.

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” and must have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 
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Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), information on traceability 

must also be included in the 

certificate. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c), details of the treatment data 

must also be included in the 

certificate and the treatment 

method must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation.”, 

(ix) after item 35b insert—

“35c. Tubers of Solanum tuberosum 

originating in any third country 

other than Switzerland 

The tubers must be accompanied 

by an official statement that the 

consignment or lot does not 

contain more than 1% by net 

weight of soil and growing 

medium.”, 

(x) after item 38b insert—

“38c. Fruits of Capsicum annuum L., 

Solanum aethiopicum L., Solanum 

lycopersicum L. or Solanum 

melongena L. originating in any 

third country 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that:  

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as being

free from Neoleucinodes

elegantalis (Guenée) in

accordance with the

measures specified in ISPM

No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from

Neoleucinodes elegantalis

(Guenée);

(c) they:

(i) originate in a place of

production established

by the national plant

protection
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organisation in the 

country of origin in 

accordance with 

ISPM No. 10 as a 

place of production 

that is free from 

Neoleucinodes 

elegantalis (Guenée); 

and 

(ii) are free from that

plant pest as shown

from official

inspections carried out

at the place of

production at

appropriate times

during the growing

season, which

included at least one

visual examination on

representative

samples of fruit; or

(d) they originate in an insect-

proof site of production,

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin as a

site of production that is free

from Neoleucinodes

elegantalis (Guenée) on the

basis of official inspections

and surveys carried out

during the three months

prior to export.

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the freedom status of the 

country must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 
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Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export under the 

heading “Additional declaration” 

and must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c) or (d), information on

traceability must also be included

in the certificate.

38d Fruits of Solanaceae originating in 

Australia, the Americas or New 

Zealand 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

an official statement that:  

(a) they originate in a country

which is recognised as being

free from Bactericera

cockerelli (Sulc.) in

accordance with the

measures specified in ISPM

No. 4;

(b) they originate in an area

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from

Bactericera cockerelli

(Sulc.);

(c) they:

(i) originate in a place of

production where

official inspections

and surveys for the

presence of

Bactericera cockerelli

(Sulc.) were carried

out at the place of

production and in its

immediate vicinity

during the three

months prior to

export;

(ii) have been subjected

to effective treatments
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to ensure freedom 

from the plant pest; 

and 

(iii) representative

samples of the fruit

have been inspected

prior to export; or

(d) they originate in an insect-

proof site of production,

established by the national

plant protection organisation

in the country of origin as a

site of production that is free

from Bactericera cockerelli

(Sulc.) on the basis of

official inspections and

surveys carried out during

the three months prior to

export.

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a), the freedom status of the 

country must have been previously 

notified in writing to the European 

Commission by the relevant 

national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(b), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” and must have been 

previously notified in writing to 

the European Commission by the 

relevant national plant protection 

organisation. 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(c) or (d), information on

traceability must also be included

in the certificate.”.

(xi) for item 52 substitute—

“52. Growing medium, attached to or 

associated with plants, intended to 

sustain the vitality of the plants, 

The associated plants must be 

accompanied by an official 

statement that: 
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other than any sterile medium of in-

vitro plants, originating in any third 

country other than Switzerland 

(a) at the time of their planting,

the growing medium:

(i) was free from soil and

organic matter and

had not been

previously used for

growing plants or for

any agricultural

purposes;

(ii) was composed

entirely of peat or

fibre of Cocos

nucifera L. and had

not been previously

used for growing

plants or for any

agricultural purposes;

or

(iii) was subjected to an

effective treatment to

ensure freedom from

harmful plant pests;

(iv) the growing medium

was stored and

maintained under

appropriate conditions

to keep it free from

harmful plant pests;

and

(b) either:

(i) appropriate measures

have been taken since

planting to ensure that

the growing medium

has been kept free

from harmful plant

pests, including at

least the physical

isolation of the

growing medium from

soil and other possible

sources of

contamination, the use

of water that is free

from harmful plant

pests and hygiene

measures; or

(ii) in the period of two

weeks prior to export:

(aa) the growing 

medium 

(including, 

where 

appropriate, 

any soil) has 

been 
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completely 

removed by 

washing with 

water that is 

free from 

harmful plant 

pests; and  

(bb) where the 

associated 

plants have 

been 

replanted, the 

growing 

medium met 

the 

requirements 

specified in 

paragraph (a) 

at the time of 

replanting and 

appropriate 

measures since 

replanting 

have been 

taken to ensure 

that the 

growing 

medium has 

been kept free 

from harmful 

plant pests in 

accordance 

with sub-

paragraph (i). 

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 

(a)(iii), details of the treatment 

data must also be mentioned on the 

certificate under the heading 

“Additional declaration”.”, 

(xii) after item 52 insert—

“52a. Bulbs, corms, rhizomes or tubers 

intended for planting, other than 

tubers of Solanum tuberosum, 

originating in any third country 

other than Switzerland 

The bulbs, corms, rhizomes and or 

tubers must be accompanied by an 

official statement that the 

consignment or lot does not 

contain more than 1% by net 

weight of soil and growing 

medium.  

52b. Root or tubercle vegetables 

originating in any third country 

other than Switzerland 

The vegetables must be 

accompanied by an official 

statement that the consignment or 

lot does not contain more than 1% 
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by net weight of soil and growing 

medium.  

52c. Machinery or vehicles which have 

been operated for agricultural or 

forestry purposes, imported from 

any third country other than 

Switzerland 

The machinery or vehicles must be 

accompanied by an official 

statement that they have been 

cleaned and are free from soil and 

plant debris.  

52d. Machinery or vehicles which have 

been operated for agricultural or 

forestry purposes, imported from 

Switzerland 

The machinery or vehicles must be 

accompanied by an official 

statement that:  

(a) they have been exported

from an area established by

the national plant protection

organisation for Switzerland

in accordance with ISPM

No. 4 as an area that is free

from Ceratocystis platani

(J.M. Walter) Engelbr. &

T.C. Harr.; or

(b) in the case of any machinery

or vehicles exported from an

area infested with

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr., they have been

cleaned and are free from

soil and plant debris prior to

export.”,

(xiii) in the second column of item 56, after “Orchidaceae” insert “originating in any third

country other than Thailand”,

(xiv) after item 56 insert—

“56za. Cut flowers of Orchidaceae 

originating in Thailand 

The cut flowers must be 

accompanied by a phytosanitary 

certificate or phytosanitary 

certificate for re-export which 

includes an official statement 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration” that they have been: 

(a) produced at a place of

production which has been

found to be free from Thrips

palmi Karny in official

inspections carried out at

least monthly during the

three months prior to export;

or

(b) subjected, as a consignment

prior to export, to an

appropriate fumigation

treatment to ensure freedom

from thysanoptera.
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Where paragraph (b) applies, the 

specification of the fumigation 

treatment must also be included 

under the heading “Disinfestation 

and/or disinfection treatment” of 

the certificate.”, 

(xv) omit item 89 and insert as the subsequent items—

“90. Specified plants within the meaning 

of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU) 

2018/638 

The fruits must be accompanied by 

a phytosanitary certificate or 

phytosanitary certificate for re-

export which includes an official 

statement in accordance with 

Article 3(b) of Decision (EU) 

2018/638. 

91. Specified plants within the meaning

of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU)

2018/1503 originating in any third

country where Aromia bungii

(Faldermann) is known to be present

The plants must be accompanied 

by a phytosanitary certificate or 

phytosanitary certificate for re-

export which includes: 

(a) an official statement under

the heading “Additional

declaration” that they meet

the requirements specified

in point (a), (b) or (c) of

Article 11 of Decision (EU)

2018/1503; and

(b) where point (a) of that

Article applies, the name of

the pest-free area under the

heading “place of origin”.

92. Plants, other than seeds, of Rosa sp.,

originating in Canada, India, Mexico

or the USA

The plants must be accompanied 

by a phytosanitary certificate or 

phytosanitary certificate for re-

export which includes an official 

statement that: 

(a) they have been grown

throughout their life in an

area established by the

national plant protection

organisation in the country

of origin in accordance

with ISPM No. 4 as an area

that is free from Rose

rosette virus and

Phyllocoptes fructiphilus

(Keifer 1940); and

(b) they have been packaged in

a manner to prevent

infestation by Phyllocoptes

fructiphilus (Keifer 1940)

during their transport.

Where the phytosanitary certificate 

or phytosanitary certificate for re-

export includes the official 

statement referred to in paragraph 
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(a), the name of the area must also 

be mentioned on the certificate 

under the heading “Additional 

declaration”. 

93. Plants in tissue culture of Rosa sp.,

originating in Canada, India, Mexico

or the USA

The plants must be accompanied 

by a phytosanitary certificate or 

phytosanitary certificate for re-

export which includes an official 

statement that they have been 

produced from mother plants 

tested and found to be free from 

Rose rosette virus.”, 

(b) in Part B (relevant material, from another part of the European Union, which may only be

landed in or moved within Scotland if special requirements are satisfied)—

(i) after item 4 insert—

“4a. Plants, other than seeds, of Juglans 

L. or Pterocarya Kunth, intended for

planting

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that:  

(a) they have been grown

throughout their life, or

since their introduction into

the European Union, in a

place of production in an

area established in

accordance with ISPM No.

4 as an area that is free

from Geosmithia morbida

Kolarik, Freeland, Utley &

Tisserat and its vector

Pityophthorus juglandis

Blackman;

(b) they:

(i) originate in a place

of production where

neither symptoms of

Geosmithia morbida

Kolarik, Freeland,

Utley & Tisserat nor

its vector

Pityophthorus

juglandis Blackman,

or the presence of the

vector, have been

observed during

official inspections

of the place of

production and its

vicinity (which, as a

minimum, must

include the area lying

within a radius of 5

km of the place of

production) carried

out in the period of
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two years prior to 

their movement; 

(ii) have been visually

inspected

immediately prior to

their movement from

the place of

production; and

(iii) have been handled

and packaged in

ways to prevent their

infestation once they

have left the place of

production; or

(b) they:

(i) originate in a place

of production with

complete physical

isolation;

(ii) have been visually

inspected

immediately prior to

their movement from

the place of

production; and

(iii) have been handled

and packaged in

ways to prevent their

infestation once they

have left the place of

production.”,

(ii) after item 7b insert—

“7c. Fruits of Citrus L., Fortunella 

Swingle, Poncirus Raf., Microcitrus 

Swingle, Naringi Adans. or 

Swinglea Merr. which: 

—originate in any third country; 

—are destined for industrial 

processing into juice; and 

—have been introduced into another 

part of the European Union in 

accordance with Article 3 of 

Commission Implementing Decision 

(EU) 2017/2374 

The fruits must be subject to a 

licence granted under Article 40(1) 

of this Order authorising their 

introduction into, and their 

movement within, Scotland and, 

where applicable, their processing 

and storage in Scotland. 

7d. Specified plants within the meaning 

of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU) 

2018/1503 which originate, or have 

been introduced into a place of 

production, in an area established in 

accordance with Article 5 of 

Decision (EU) 2018/1503 

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that: 

(a) in the case of plants which

originate in an area

established in accordance

with Article 5 of Decision

(EU) 2018/1503, they have

been grown during a period

of at least two years prior to
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their movement, or in the 

case of plants which are 

younger than two years, 

throughout their life, in a 

place of production which 

meets the requirements 

specified in Article 7(2) to 

(5) of that Decision;

(b) in the case of plants which

have been introduced into a

place of production in an

area established in

accordance with Article 5 of

Decision (EU) 2018/1503,

the place of production

meets the requirements

specified in Article 7(2) to

(4) of that Decision.”,

(iii) after item 36 insert—

“36a. Machinery or vehicles which have 

been operated for agricultural or 

forestry purposes 

The machinery or vehicles must: 

(a) have been moved from an

area established in

accordance with ISPM No. 4

as an area that is free from

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr. or a protected zone

which is recognised as a

protected zone for

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr.; or

(b) in the case of any machinery

or vehicles being moved out

of an area infested with

Ceratocystis platani (J.M.

Walter) Engelbr. & T.C.

Harr., have been cleaned and

be free from soil and plant

debris prior to being moved

out of the area.”,

(c) in Part C (relevant material which may only be landed in or moved within Scotland (as a

protected zone) if special requirements are satisfied)—

(i) after item 2 insert—

“2a. Plants of Euphorbia pulcherrima 

Willd., intended for planting, for 

which there is evidence from their 

packing or their flower development 

or from other means that they are 

intended for direct sale to final 

consumers not involved in 

The plants must be accompanied 

by an official statement that they 

have been officially inspected and 

found free from Bemisia tabaci 

Genn. (European populations) 

immediately prior to their 

movement.”, 
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professional plant production, other 

than: 

—seeds, or 

—uprooted cuttings. 

(ii) in item 3—

(aa) in the second column, after “seeds of” insert “Ajuga L., Crossandra Salisb.,”,

(bb) in the third column, in paragraph (c), after “production”, in the last place

where it occurs, insert “(the last of which must have been carried out 

immediately prior to their movement)”, 

(iii) in item 7, in the second column, after “Plants of” insert “Cedrus Trew and”.

Amendment of schedule 5 

11. In schedule 5 (relevant material from a third country for which a phytosanitary certificate

may be required), in Part A (relevant material which may only be landed in Scotland if 

accompanied by a phytosanitary certificate)— 

(a) in paragraph 2—

(i) for sub-paragraph (i) substitute—

“(i) cut branches of Fraxinus L., Juglans L., Ulmus davidiana Planch. or

Pterocarya L., with or without foliage, originating in Canada, China, 

Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Japan, Mongolia, Republic of Korea, 

Russia, Taiwan or the USA;”, 

(ii) after sub-paragraph (i) insert—

“(ia) Convolvulus L., Ipomoea L. (other than tubers), Micromeria Benth or

Solanaceae originating in Australia, the Americas or New Zealand; or”, 

(b) in paragraph 3—

(i) in sub-paragraph (a), for “, Solanum lycopersicum L. or Solanum melongena L.”

substitute “or Solanaceae”,

(ii) for sub-paragraph (b) substitute—

“(b) Actinidia Lindl., Annona L., Carica papaya L., Cydonia Mill., Diospyros L.,

Fragaria L., Malus L., Mangifera L., Passiflora L., Persea americana Mill.,

Prunus L., Psidium L., Pyrus L., Ribes L., Rubus L., Syzygium Gaertn., Vaccinium

L. or Vitis L.;”,

(iii) omit sub-paragraph (c),

(c) omit paragraph 5,

(d) for paragraph 6 substitute—

“6. Growing medium, attached to or associated with plants, intended to sustain the vitality

of the plants, originating in any third country, other than Switzerland.”, 

(e) after paragraph 6, insert—

“6A. Machinery or any vehicle, imported from any third country, which has been

operated for agricultural or forestry purposes and meets one of the descriptions specified in 

point 7.1 of Annex 5, Part B, Section 1 to Directive 2000/29/EC.”, 

(f) omit paragraph 9 and insert (as the subsequent entry)—

“9A. Specified plants within the meaning of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU) 2018/638.

9B. Plants, other than seeds, of Rosa sp., originating in Canada, India, Mexico or the

USA.”. 
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Amendment of schedule 6 

12. In schedule 6 (prohibitions on the landing in and movement within Scotland of relevant

material without a plant passport)— 

(a) in Part A (relevant material, from Scotland or elsewhere in the European Union, which

may only be landed in or moved within Scotland if accompanied by a plant passport)—

(i) in paragraph 7(a)—

(aa) after “Impatiens L.,” insert “Juglans L.,”,

(bb) after “Pseudotsuga Carr.,” insert “Pterocarya L.,”.

(ii) after paragraph 15 insert—

“16. Specified plants within the meaning of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU) 2018/1503 

which— 

(a) originate in a third country where Aromia bungii (Faldermann) is known to be

present; or

(b) originate in, or have been introduced into, a place of production in an area

established in accordance with Article 5 of Decision (EU) 2018/1503.”,

(b) in Part B (relevant material, from Scotland or elsewhere in the European Union, which

may only be landed in or moved within Scotland if accompanied by a plant passport

which is valid for Scotland (as a protected zone)), in paragraph 3, after “seeds, of” insert

“Cedrus Trew,”.

Amendment of schedule 7 

13. In schedule 7 (prohibitions on the consignment of relevant material to another part of the

European Union without a plant passport)— 

(a) in Part A (relevant material which may only be consigned to another part of the European

Union if accompanied by a plant passport)—

(i) in paragraph 7(a)—

(aa) after “Impatiens L.,” insert “Juglans L.,”,

(bb) after “Pseudotsuga Carr.,” insert “Pterocarya L.,”,

(ii) after paragraph 15 insert—

“16. Specified plants within the meaning of Article 1(b) of Decision (EU) 2018/1503 

which— 

(a) originate in a third country where Aromia bungii (Faldermann) is known to be

present; or

(b) originate in, or have been introduced into, a place of production in an area

established in accordance with Article 5 of Decision (EU) 2018/1503.”,

(b) in Part B (relevant material which may only be consigned to a protected zone in another

part of the European Union if accompanied by a plant passport which is valid for that

protected zone), in paragraph 2, after “Beta vulgaris L.,” insert “Cedrus Trew,”.

MAIRI GOUGEON 

Authorised to sign by the Scottish Ministers 

St Andrew’s House, 

Edinburgh 

10th September 2019 
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EXPLANATORY NOTE 

(This note is not part of the Order) 

This Order amends the Plant Health (Scotland) Order 2005 to implement— 

(a) 98/109/EC: Commission Decision of 2 February 1998 authorising Member States

temporarily to take emergency measures against the dissemination of Thrips palmi Karny

as regards Thailand,

(b) 2004/200/EC: Commission Decision of 27 February 2004 on measures to prevent the

introduction into and the spread within the Community of Pepino mosaic virus,

(c) Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2017/2374 of 15 December 2017 setting out

conditions for movement, storage and processing of certain fruits and their hybrids

originating in third countries to prevent the introduction into the Union of certain harmful

organisms,

(d) Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/490 of 21 March 2018 repealing

Decision 2007/365/EC on emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and the

spread within the Community of Rhynchophorus ferrugineus (Olivier);

(e) Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/638 of 23 April 2018 establishing

emergency measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Union of

the harmful organism Spodoptera frugiperda (Smith),

(f) Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2018/1503 of 8 October 2018 establishing

measures to prevent the introduction into and the spread within the Union of Aromia

bungii (Faldermann),

(g) Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2019/449 of 18 March 2019 amending

Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/715 setting out measures in respect of

certain fruits originating in certain third countries to prevent the introduction into and the

spread within the Union of the harmful organism Phyllosticta citricarpa (McAlpine) Van

der Aa, and

(h) Commission Implementing Directive (EU) 2019/523 of 21 March 2019 amending

Annexes I to V to Council Directive 2000/29/EC on protective measures against the

introduction into the Community of organisms harmful to plants or plant products and

against their spread within the Community,

It also introduces emergency measures to prevent the introduction of Rose rosette virus and its 

vector Phyllocoptes fructiphilus (Keifer 1940). 

A business and regulatory impact assessment has not been produced for this instrument as no, or 

no significant, impact on the private, voluntary or public sector is foreseen. 
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Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee 

27th Meeting, 2019 (Session 5) Wednesday 2 October 2019 

Pre-Budget/Financial scrutiny on roads maintenance in Scotland 

Background 

1. At today’s session, the Committee will take evidence on the efficacy of the current
approach to roads maintenance in Scotland and the adequacy of current
associated expenditure levels from road users and decision makers in two panels.
This will allow the Committee to consider how national budgetary allocations
support both Transport Scotland and local authorities to maintain roads.

2. This activity will support an element of the Committee’s scrutiny of the Scottish
Government’s Draft Budget 2020-21 later in the year, as well as wider fiscal issues
related to roads maintenance.

3. Annex A includes background information on roads maintenance in Scotland.

4. Written submissions from those giving evidence today are attached in Annex B.

5. All submissions are published on the committee’s website, as well as a summary
of the key issues highlighted in written evidence.

Rural Economy and Connectivity Committee Clerks 
September 2019 
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Annex A 

Road Maintenance in Scotland – Background Information 
  
Scotland’s public road network is 56,364km long, of which 3,681km (6.5%) are trunk roads.  
The following sections briefly outline who is responsible for the maintenance of these roads 
and their current condition.  

Trunk roads: The trunk road network, which includes all of Scotland’s motorways, primarily 
caters for longer distance traffic between Scotland's major towns, cities, airports and ports.  
It is Scottish Ministers’ single biggest asset, with a value of £20.8bn. The network is very 
diverse, ranging from a ten-lane section of the M8 in the centre of Glasgow to single 
carriageway sections in the west Highlands.  

While the Scottish trunk road network is owned by Scottish Ministers, Transport Scotland is 
responsible for its development, management and maintenance.  Day-today management 
and maintenance of the network is handled by four geographic trunk road maintenance units 
(south-west, south-east, north-east and north-west) and one for the Forth Road Bridges.  
Each is operated by a private sector contractor, awarded a contract following a competitive 
tendering exercise.   

The holders of the current trunk road operating contracts are set out in the table below:  

Contract  Operator  
North East Scotland  BEAR Scotland   
North West Scotland  BEAR Scotland   
South East Scotland  Amey   
South West Scotland  Scotland TranServ  
Forth Bridges  Amey    

  
Transport Scotland began the process of retendering the South-East and SouthWest 
contracts in August 2018.   

In addition to these geographic contracts, there are five Design Build Finance Operate 
(DBFO) operators, responsible for the management and maintenance of stretches of trunk 
roads under contract to Scottish Ministers/Transport Scotland.  These are:  

• DBFO Autolink: the A74(M) from Junction 12 to the English Border  
• PPP Connect: the M77 from Junction 5 to Fenwick  
• Highway Management (Scotland) Ltd: the M80 from Stepps to Haggs  
• Scottish Roads Partnership: core section of the M8, M73, M74 network  
• Aberdeen Roads Ltd: The Aberdeen Western Peripheral Route  

  
In 2017-18, 13.4% of motorways, 8.6% of trunk road dual carriageway and 11.3% of trunk 
road single carriageway roads were life expired – that is, had reached the point where it may 
be necessary to undertake road reconstruction rather than resurfacing/strengthening to 
restore the road’s full life.  
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Local roads: Scotland’s 32 local authorities are designated as “local roads authorities” 
under the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984.  Each authority is responsible for the management 
and maintenance of all roads included in its list of public roads.  

In 2017/18 some 37% of the local road network may require some kind of maintenance. 

Previous investigations into Scottish road maintenance issues  

Audit Scotland has investigated both local and trunk road maintenance matters on several 
occasions since 2004, as briefly summarised below:   

Maintaining Scotland’s Roads (Audit Scotland 2004): The first investigation into the condition 
of Scotland’s roads conducted by Audit Scotland.  Key findings were that 13% of Scotland’s 
roads should be considered for repair now and 31% require further investigation.  There was 
a maintenance backlog worth £1.7bn on local roads and £232m on trunk roads  

Maintaining Scotland’s Roads: A follow-up report (Audit Scotland 2011): The condition of 
Scotland’s roads continued to deteriorate following the first audit, with the percentage of all 
local roads in an acceptable condition falling from 70% in 2005 to 66% in 2010 and trunk 
roads in an acceptable condition falling from 84% to 78% over the same period.  This 
obviously meant that the size of the maintenance backlog had increased  

Scottish National Roads Maintenance Review (2012) (Summary): In response to the findings 
of the 2011 Audit Scotland report, Transport Scotland, working with local authority partners, 
undertook a review of road maintenance in Scotland.  The report set out 30 options for 
consideration and implementation, with a strong emphasis on the development of shared 
road maintenance functions amongst local authorities.  

Maintaining Scotland’s Roads (2013) A brief update report on the implementation of previous 
Audit Scotland recommendations and the National Roads Maintenance review by local 
authorities.  This found there had been a marginal improvement in the condition of local 
roads since 2010, despite falling investment.  However, many of the recommended actions 
were yet to be implemented by some authorities.  

Maintaining Scotland’s Roads: A follow-up report (Audit Scotland 2016): This found that the 
condition of local roads had remained broadly stable since the last audit, with a slight fall in 
the proportion of trunk roads in an acceptable condition (90% to 87%) – all within the context 
of declining road maintenance budgets.  

Alan Rehfisch 
SPICe Research 

June 2019 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 
SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION FROM MOBILITY AND ACCESS COMMITTEE SCOTLAND

Given the remit of MACS (Mobility and Access Committee Scotland), our submission 
on our views on roads maintenance is taken from an accessibility perspective. 

Access around or through roadworks 
For many disabled people, roadworks in or around their residences can be a 
considerable barrier to routes to the local shops, leisure facilities or other amenities 
and can lead to isolation for the duration of the roadworks.  A poll (not a 
representative sample) by Disability Equality Scotland in 2018 found that 95% of 
disabled people had encountered problems with roadworks.1 

This is further exacerbated when the guidance in the Redbook has not been followed 
and the roadworks become little more than a barrier to the door-to-door journey. 

On the face of it this may not seem like a big issue but for disabled people it is 
extremely worrying, frustrating and could lead to a quick and dramatic reduction in a 
person's quality of life, because of the barriers that have appeared, often out of the 
blue.  This is, therefore, a very serious issue that must be rectified sooner rather than 
later. 

In addressing this problem it is important that any and all potential solutions are 
found in coproduction with disabled people and Disabled Persons Organisations 
(DPOs) in order to create a workable site for the highway workers, while at the same 
time removing the roadwork barriers for disabled people. 

The Redbook (Safety at Street Works and Road Works) 
At present failure to comply with the Redbook it's not a criminal offence in Scotland. 
However, MACS is pleased to see that there is an intention within the new Transport 
(Scotland) Bill to bring the Redbook into line with England and Wales, where failure 
to follow the Redbook is a criminal offence. 

The Redbook details how access must be created around or through roadworks and 
therefore reduces the risk of isolation for disabled people.   

A weak link at present is inspection. Very few roadworks are inspected while they 
are taking place, and this means that these problems are rarely reported, and that 
they keep on happening. We understand that councils can only charge £36 for 
inspections of roadworks. The full cost to a council - with the record-keeping, site 
visit, communications with utility company, checking, invoicing, etc - must be much 
more than this. Unless inspection authorities can recover the full costs of inspecting 
roadworks while they are taking place, they don’t have an incentive to enforce 
standards. 

1 http://yoursayondisability.scot/weekly-poll-results-roadwork/ 
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We welcome the new inspection powers for the Roadworks Commissioner; but the 
Commissioner seems to have no power to recover the costs of inspections at all. 
This disincentivises inspection of roadworks by the Commissioner, even more than 
councils. While there is a burden of cost for inspections on the regulatory bodies - 
council or Commissioner - we see little prospect of the situation improving. 

We also believe that it should be easier for the public to report problems with 
roadworks - not only to utility companies and roads authorities but also to the 
Scottish Roadworks Commissioner. 

Signs and Wayfinding 
While MACS welcomes bringing the Redbook into line with England and Wales we, 
nevertheless, still have concerns with regard to signs and wayfinding around or 
through roadworks that direct disabled people through the most accessible route. 

More often than not there are no signs or wayfinding at roadworks that show a 
person the most accessible route around or through the roadworks.  If we are 
serious about removing barriers and reducing isolation for people with disabilities it is 
imperative that signs must show the accessible route around or through roadworks. 

Not everyone is aware of what the colours of individual signs actually mean, for 
instance that yellow signs of an indication of danger.  It would be a prudent course of 
action to carry out an education process with the public not only on the colours of 
signs but on who is responsible for roadworks and how and where reporting 
procedures can be carried out. 

It has recently come to our notice that the colours of some of the temporary 
adaptations at some roadworks are fluorescent. Fluorescent colours are 
inflammatory to some disabilities and people with these disabilities will avoid 
fluorescent inflammatory colours at any and all costs. 

MACS has recently tried to bring the colour of temporary adaptations at roadworks to 
the attention of RAUCS (Road Authorities and Utility Companies Scotland) when we 
were informed that this was an issue for HSE (Health and Safety Executive).  After 
trying a number of times to meet with the HSE and each time being refused we have 
had to abandon this approach at present.   

Reinstatements 
It is imperative that reinstatements are inspected a little while after they have been 
completed, including emergency roadworks.  If the reinstatement is sitting proud of 
the original surface or has sunk in anyway it becomes a dangerous trip hazard for 
disabled people. 

As an example, the Roads Infrastructure and Active Travel WorkStream Lead was in 
Edinburgh airport a few weeks ago and while travelling in his wheelchair on part of 
the road around the car parking area he failed to notice that a utility reinstatement 
had sunk after completion. The front casters on his wheelchair caught on the edge of 
the reinstatement and catapulted him out of his wheelchair, face first, into the road in 
front of traffic. Fortunately, some drivers stopped to give him assistance but this left 
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him cut, bruised and badly shaken up with a concussion as he had been knocked 
unconscious when his head hit the road. 
 
This is only one true example of what can happen sometime after a reinstatement 
has been completed and highlights the need for regular inspections of all 
reinstatements at least 6 to 8 weeks after completion. 
 
Potential for upgrading during roadworks 
To upgrade all streetscapes, paths and pavements so that everywhere is accessible 
for disabled people would have extortionate cost implications for both local and 
central government. However, MACS believes that one of the most economical and 
fairest methods of creating a more accessible environment is to do so through 
planned maintenance. 
 
We must then ask the question of why streets, paths and pavements are not being 
made more accessible during road maintenance? This would be a much more 
economic method of not only creating a more accessible environments but indeed 
speeding up the process. 
 
However, this would mean more cooperation between Road authorities and utility 
companies to work out agreements by where better access could be created during 
road maintenance and roadworks as well as planned maintenance. 
 
Training 
MACS believes that all highway workers should receive training on accessibility and 
disability awareness, including the ticket holder (the person responsible for the 
roadworks).  However, it is important that all workers receive such training because 
the same ticket holder may be responsible for a number of sites and may never 
actually be onsite at a particular set of roadworks. 
 
We believe that part of the solutions to accessibility at roadworks must be two 
pronged in: 
 
A.  Training as detailed above. 

 
B.  More frequent regular inspections where accessibility for disabled people must 

take priority after any safety issues. 
 
Notifications to the Public 
A more thorough and robust notification system to members of the public as to 
where and when roadworks are going to be carried out should be looked into.  
 
While we acknowledge that there is a grace system of seven days either side of the 
start and finish date of any roadworks on the SRWR ( Scottish Road Works Register)  
and also some grace on the notification when workers are actually on site. 
 
With the technology we currently have available MACS believe that the notification 
period could be tightened up considerably so that people could be notified when the 
roadworks have been planned, excluding emergency roadworks, and when work has 
actually started, including emergency roadwoarks.   
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Most disabled people can't simply carry out an activity without carefully planning that 
activity first, therefore, it is very important that barriers such as roadworks can be 
identified sooner rather than later to reduce isolation and enable disabled people to 
plan their life activities. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 

SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM THE ROAD HAULAGE ASSOCIATION 

Summary of the consultation 

The Committee requests views on the efficacy of the current approach to roads 

maintenance in Scotland and the adequacy of current associated expenditure levels. 

Background about the RHA 

The Road Haulage Association is the trade body dedicated to commercial operators 

with responsibility for the movement of goods by road. Members range from owner 

operators to those with fleets in excess of 1,000 vehicles. The Association has over 

7,000 operators in membership who between them account for 250,000 UK 

registered heavy goods vehicles.  

1. The UK road haulage and logistics industry employs 2.54 million

people making it the fifth largest sector; 85% of UK operators are

SMEs. The industry employs 600,000 HGV drivers, 60,000 of whom

come from other EU member states.

2. There are 524,500 registered commercial vehicles over 3.5 tonnes

registered in the UK.

3. Most businesses in our sector work to profit margins of around 2 – 3%.

4. Over 90% of all goods consumed have spent at least part of their

journey on the back of a truck.

5. The UK Logistics industry is worth £124 billion and road haulage is the

vital to both ends of the supply chain, exports (e.g. Whisky exports

worth £4.5 billion) and imports (e.g. Fresh fruit and Veg worth £6.2

billion*).

*

RHA’s Response 

The Roads we use 
The simple answer to this is that hauliers use all categories of roads from the busiest 
city centres to the servicing the most remote rural communities. The only roads that 
cannot be used are those subject to weight restrictions. The Scottish Government 
has spent large sums of money encouraging and supporting production in sectors 
such as the timber and aquaculture sectors and yet the roads they have to use to get 
to market are often sub-standard or in disrepair. If business is the life blood of the 
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Scottish economy then the road network, and all categories of road within that 
network, are the arteries, veins and capillaries that move the blood. Any fracture, 
blockage or maintenance issue will undoubtedly have an effect on the supply chain 
and the movement of goods.  

Challenges we face 
Although challenges faced on the trunk road network are widely known and 
acknowledged, the worst issues the industry face tend to be “the last mile”. This is 
mainly in leaving the trunk roads and onto local authority roads. This can be 
delivering to distribution centres, ports, railheads, even airports in more rural 
settings. The reductions in investment on roads and repairs undoubtedly has an 
effect on trunk road standards but the reduction in budget is most keenly felt on 
minor roads, most of which are key to our major exports (as previously mentioned, 
aquaculture, timber, whisky etc). 

A recent FOI request from the Federation of Small Businesses (covered in The 
Telegraph) showed that in England complaints in 2018/19 about 700,000 potholes 
increased by 13% over the year before, almost £2 million was paid out in 
compensation from 7706 successful claims. While road repairs and potholes are 
inevitable, they bring additional, unwelcome costs to those moving goods. 

As Brexit looms over the horizon we know we are faced with delays for any products 
that use the short straits. These delays will undoubtedly lead to fractures in the 
supply chain, some of which will be out of the control of the Scottish Government. 
With this in mind, it is absolutely imperative that the parts of the journey we have 
control of, run smoothly. Many of our exports use rural minor roads before accessing 
the trunk road network, and the maintenance and upkeep of those roads are vital in 
getting goods to market. Many of these roads are old and have only had “sticking 
plaster” treatments over the years. In a lot of cases the roads were not designed to 
take the weight and volume of traffic now using them.  

Context 
I have often heard it said that HGV’s cause disproportionate damage to roads for 
what they pay to use the roads. While to a certain extent it is true that the heavier the 
vehicle them more it is likely to cause damage, HGV’s are designed to spread the 
payload across the axles, which is not the case for other vehicle types and 
movements. Most 44 tonne payloads are spread across 6 axles with only the drive 
axle being without air suspension (max weight of 11.5 tonnes). In addition to the 
£1200 per year road tax each vehicle pays, the duty placed on fuel in the UK means 
that road hauliers are paying more than their share in tax. How much revenue does 
the government make from fuel taxes?  

Annual road fuel usage in the UK amounts to 45.8 billion litres (16.1bn petrol + 
29.7bn diesel) according to the recently released 2018 Statistical Review by UKPIA. 

The Chancellor’s Autumn Budget estimates 2017/18 fuel duty income to be £27.9bn 
increasing to £28bn for 2018/19 and then a jump to £28.6bn in 2019/20. VAT from 
road fuels accounts for approximately £8.4bn. Although (at the time of writing) there 
is talk of the PM reducing the duty on fuel post Brexit, that is still only talk at this 
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stage. Hauliers not only paying heavily into government coffers, but they are doing 
so through lines of credit of less than 7 days. 

Final Comments 

Modal shift is a phrase that is regularly mentioned when looking at road repairs. 
There will no doubt be journeys that could be consolidated and moved by other 
modes but each and every load will need to spend part of the journey on the back of 
a truck. Whether that is taking timber to a railhead, moving food to a distribution 
centre or aquaculture to a port. That is before there is any discussion about market 
forces and cost.  

What we need is a fully integrated transport network, where sensible transport 
decisions can be made, where public transport becomes a viable and reliable 
alternative to cars and where fiscal cost and carbon cost can be readily evaluated. 
Until such a utopia exists, there is a reliance on road and road freight movements. 
This requires ongoing capital investment or rural areas will fall behind and become 
less attractive to investment. Rural communities will become more isolated and 
wither on the vine. As stated earlier in this report, if business is the life blood of the 
Scottish economy then the road network, and all categories of road within that 
network, are the arteries, veins and capillaries that move the blood. They must be 
looked after. 

The RHA welcomes the chance to feedback to the Committee and offers to help the 
Committee in any way moving forward. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 

SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM TIMBER TRANSPORT FORUM 

The Timber Transport Forum welcomes this opportunity to provide views on road 
maintenance in Scotland and how it affects the forestry and timber industries. 

The Timber Transport Forum  
The Timber Transport Forumi is a national voluntary partnership that supports 
forestry by ensuring that the timber industry can access forests using local roads 
networks and take timber to market in a sustainable way. At the same time, the 
Forum seeks to minimise the impact of timber transport on the public road network, 
on local communities and on the environment.  

The Forum is made up of representatives from eleven Regional Timber Transport 
Groups from across Scotland and the North of England, including Council Roads 
Authorities, the Confederation of Forest Industries, the Forestry Contracting 
Association, Scottish Forest & Timber Technologies, Forestry Commission England, 
Scottish Forestry, Forestry and Land Scotland, the Rail Freight Group and the Road 
Haulage Association.  

The Forum works through Regional Timber Transport Groups which are themselves 

local partnerships of industry, local authorities and other public agencies. 

The Forestry and Timber Industries 
Scotland’s forest resource covers 19% of the land area and produces 75% of the 
UK’s home-grown timber. The UK is the second largest importer of timber in the 
world, importing three quarters of what it consumes. 

Productive forestry in Scotland is a relatively new land-use. Most of the forests have 
been planted since the 1950s with timber volumes from Scottish forests increasing 
from 1 million tonnes/year in the 1970s to 8.55m tonnes/year today. Substantial 
areas of private forestry were planted in the 1970s, 80s and 90s and much of the 
timber coming on stream now is from these newer areas of forestry. Harvested 
forests are replanted. The timber harvest is predicted to continue to rise for the next 
two decades to stabilise at around 9-10 million tonnes/yr. The Scottish Government 
has targets to increase forest cover by planting new forests and these targets are 
anticipated to increase to tackle climate change. 

Forestry and the processing of Scottish-grown timber is a major contributor to the 
nation’s economy with a GVA of £771m, employing 19,555 peopleii and providing the 
only carbon sink for Scotland’s carbon budget. The industry relies on the public road 
network for haulage of roundwood from forests to processors (sawmills, board mills, 
papermills and biomass plants).  

The Roads we Use 
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Timber is brought onto the public road network at around 3000 places across 
Scotland and uses approximately a third of local rural roads (about 10,000km), within 
12 rural local authorities, to reach the trunk roads, railheads, harbours or processor 
destination. Most of the roads (65%) are minor roads – B, C and unclassified roads - 
as well as a few ‘minor’ A roads (sometimes single-track A roads like the A897), 
reaching into the most remote areas.  

The network of rural minor roads that serve the timber industry has been developed 
as an Agreed Routes Mapiii highlighting where the industry is expected to consult 
with the local roads authority over use of the roads for timber transport. 

Most of these roads were surfaced over a minimal sub-structure in the early-mid 20th 
Century and have continued to be surface dressed over the years.  Few have formal 
drainage systems. As roads maintenance budgets have diminished, the cycles of 
roads maintenance have lengthened resulting in many roads rarely being treated, if 
at all. The roads therefore have limited sustainable load bearing capacity.  Many 
have restricted geometry that is challenging for modern lorries; single track roads are 
barely wider than the timber lorries and the road verges and road edges are often 
the first elements to suffer damage. Where a road crosses sections of soft or peaty 
ground (common in the well-forested regions), the road itself flexes and repeated 
lorry traffic can cause damage to the structure of the road.  

Following reductions in roads maintenance budgets, the condition of these roads 
continues to deteriorate. Timber traffic on such roads inevitably exacerbates their 
already poor condition which can create tensions with the responsible roads 
authorities, with local communities and other road users.  

As a result of the success of promoting Scotland as a visitor destination, the more 
scenic parts of the country are experiencing very high numbers of summer visitors 
and, at times, this tourist traffic can substantially impact on the efficiency of road 
transport, increasing journey times and raising resilience and road safety issues. 

How does poor road condition affect our business? 

Reduced efficiency 

There is a substantial ‘infrastructure gap’ between the capacity of rural local roads 

for timber freight and the increasing requirements of the expanding forest and timber 

industries.  Recognising this, the industry and council roads authorities liaise to 

voluntarily manage and control timber traffic to sustain the local network. This 

involves avoiding certain roads, limiting the number and frequency of lorry trips, 

avoiding particular times and seasons and investing in costly, lower-impact vehicle 

technologies. All of this adds cost and reduces the efficiency of the timber supply 

chain. The Forum produces various good practice documents that be found hereiv.  

Since the 1990s there has (until recently) been a hiatus in new planting.  This 

corresponds to a forecast dip in timber supply in the 2030s.  The timber processing 

industry is concerned about this reduction in supply and is keen to maximise the 

sustainable harvest from existing forests. 

Less timber 
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It is uncommon for infrastructure constraints to completely prevent timber getting to 
market. However poor road condition influences a range of issues and management 
decisions which ultimately put a dampener on the industry adding cost and 
inefficiency to the supply chain.  

Buyers (and hauliers) will prioritise sites with easier access. Poor roads can 
substantially increase marketing risks especially where road damage may possibly 
halt or delay haulage. Timber sales in remote rural areas can be of marginal viability 
and higher costs may result in timber being delayed in coming to market in the hope 
that demand and timber prices allow for a reasonable return. Timber left standing 
beyond the optimum age for harvest increases the risk of large areas of trees being 
blown over before they are harvested - greatly reducing their value and the amount 
of useable timber.  Poor access may make thinning the crop, which maximises 
timber yield and quality in the long term, un-viable.  

Less investment 

Harvested forests, by default, are required to be restocked.  The condition of the 

road serving a forest will have a real influence on whether productive forests are 

restocked with timber species (that will require future haulage) or instead be 

converted to non-commercial forests.  Similarly, local authorities are hesitant about 

supporting new planting of productive forest in areas with poor road infrastructure, 

looking to minimise their future maintenance liabilities.  Landowners can be asked for 

upfront road improvements at the time of planting (30 years before harvest and 

haulage) which may make the woodland creation project less attractive to 

landowners or investors. 

Poor public perception of forestry 
Timber haulage is the key interface between the public and the forest industry.  Rural 
communities are already sensitive to poor road condition. Where this is exacerbated 
by timber traffic, it is often the case that forestry and timber haulage become the 
focus for complaints. Responding formally to such complaints creates a substantial 
administrative burden for both councils and the industry but, more importantly, this 
impacts on the public perception of the industry as a whole. Timber lorries are seen 
as a problem rather than evidence of a busy sustainable rural industry.  This has 
further complex impacts and makes it more difficult for the industry to deliver 
Regional and Scottish Government objectives for rural economic development and 
for tackling the climate change emergency.  

Addressing reduced roads maintenance spend 
The local roads networks are the fundamental foundation that provides a lifeline for 
all economic, social and environmental aspirations. Without this basic provision the 
self-generation of local wellbeing and all that it includes, cannot be achieved. A fit for 
purpose local roads network is critical for all rural areas to develop and prosper. 

The forest and timber industries are cooperating, at considerable cost, to minimise 
the impact of timber transport on local roads and other road users.  The Forum is not 
aware of any other rural freight-intensive industries taking such measures.  

Targeting spend 
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Targeting of spend is clearly required.  Typically, local roads authorities prioritise 
maintenance spend (regulating, structural overlays, surface dressing, drainage, (and 
gritting)) on the busier community or ‘lifeline’ roads.  Timber haulage tends to take 
place on the more remote, lower volume, more minor roads, which are not given 
priority. 

Rural Scotland in Focus 2016v says that rural Scotland is home to over 51,000 
businesses (more than 30% of Scotland’s registered businesses) employing 498,000 
people (182,000 in remote rural locations), operating across a range of sectors.  

Freight intensive sectors include the primary land-based industries; agriculture, 
fishing, forestry, mining and quarrying, and utilities, manufacturing (including the 
processing of timber, food and drink), and construction, as well as the wholesale and 
retail trade, distribution, transport and storage. 

Local roads authorities should be encouraged to take account of rural businesses 
and productive land uses, such as forestry, and overlap these with community 
demand in assessing where to focus maintenance (and preferably improvement) 
spend.  Demand for timber transport related road investment could, in some 
circumstances, spearhead wider development.  

Concentrations of tourist traffic should also be a driver for targeting spend on roads 
maintenance for both trunk and rural roads to improve mobility where visitors and 
domestic rural business needs overlap and potentially conflict. 

Modal shift 
Modal shift can, in places, take timber traffic off local and trunk roads often in places 
where visitor traffic is significant; for example, the TimberLINKvi service is a public 
service contract that takes timber by sea from Argyll ports, across the Firth of Clyde, 
to processors in Ayrshire, avoiding Loch Lomond.   

Rail haulage of timber in Scotland has stalled since 2009 although efforts are 
ongoing to restart timber by rail from forest areas with poor road access.  The shift to 
rail is hampered by the aged, poor rail infrastructure serving rural Scotland and the 
dearth of modern freight access points.  Developing bespoke timber rail services 
requires large upfront costs, lengthy process and committed long term volumes. 

Notwithstanding modal shift examples, local rural roads would still be required to be 
used to enable timber to access the modal shift loading points. 

Future Funding 

Through voluntary measures and partnership working with local authorities, the 
forestry and timber industries have sustained access to the increasing timber harvest 
but at considerable cost to the supply chain.  

Forestry is a nationally supported industry but forestry is not covered by local 
authority planning regulations and commercial forestry, like agriculture, does not pay 
business rates. Much of the economic benefit is from management, harvesting or 
timber processing companies which can be distant from the forests where the road 
impact is most apparent. There is therefore a rationale for a national contribution to 
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the maintenance of timber transport routes. There is precedent for such funding 
which was available from Government up to the mid-late 1990s. Money from 
Government was “ring fenced” and used to fund forestry route improvements. 

The Scottish Government provides an annual Strategic Timber Transport Fundvii that 
co-finances localised small-scale road improvements. The opportunity to bid for 
strategic timber transport fund co-finance has helped secure local authority 
investment in some otherwise non-priority roads but a longer-term financial 
commitment to maintenance and improvement is required.   

A new funding model for local authority roads maintenance is a necessary 
requirement. For too long, local authority roads maintenance budgets have been an 
easy target to accrue local authority budget savings. This is not a sustainable 
position.  As mentioned above, there is precedent for a funding model that would 
“ring fence” roads maintenance expenditure to be targeted and prioritised for growing 
Scotland’s economy and providing a level playing field to enable rural businesses 
and communities to prosper.  

Any new approach (model) must be locally-based where all the knowledge exists. 
The problems associated with timber transport are all local and such transport does 
not necessarily prejudice the trunk road network. Building local partnerships with all 
concerned, including community resilience, is key to underpinning the local and 
national economy and Scotland’s wellbeing.  

A solution is required to address the long-term maintenance of the 30,000km of low-
volume minor rural roads otherwise Scotland’s economy will be much diminished.  
Such a solution will require recognising rural Scotland as inherently productive and 
worthy of investment in social and economic activity.   

Unless funding models can address the rural challenge, it is likely that large areas of 
Scotland will be left behind and will not realise their social and economic potential. 
‘Landlocked’ forests, isolated by poor road condition, may become wastelands. 

The Timber Transport Forum would be happy to provide further information as 

required and will expand on the content of this paper when it gives evidence directly 

to the committee. 

i https://timbertransportforum.org.uk/ 
ii https://forestry.gov.scot/images/corporate/pdf/economic-contribution-forestry-2015.pdf 
iii

https://timbertf.maps.arcgis.com/apps/webappviewer/index.html?id=4a23d4910e604b71872956441113c83c 
iv https://timbertransportforum.org.uk/work/good-practice 
v https://www.sruc.ac.uk/downloads/file/3184/rural_scotland_in_focus_2016_-_full_report  
vi https://forestry.gov.scot/forestry-business/timber-transport/timberlink 
vii https://forestry.gov.scot/forestry-business/timber-transport/strategic-timber-transport-scheme 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 

SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM CONFEDERATION OF PASSENGER TRANSPORT UK – 

SCOTLAND 

The Confederation of Passenger Transport UK (CPT) is the trade association for the 

bus and coach industries. We represent the operators of local bus services that 

account for over 90% of the registered bus mileage in Scotland. CPT is the 

recognised voice of the industry in negotiations with the Scottish Government on 

relevant policy matters and provides operational guidance to our members to help 

ensure compliance with current legislation and to keep members informed of 

relevant future legislative changes. 

How have recent spending decisions on roads maintenance affected the 

quality of Scotland’s roads, road users, businesses, public services, and the 

economy?  

There has been an insufficient level of spending to maintain Scotland’s roads to a 

satisfactory standard over recent years. This sustained lack of funding has resulted 

in generally poor-quality roads with a considerable backlog of repairs across the 

country. 

Road surfaces have been allowed to deteriorate to dangerous levels in some areas. 

The general condition of Scotland’s roads is causing significant damage to the buses 

and coaches operating along the length and breadth of the country, with vehicles 

frequently meeting potholes, road erosion, and loose surfaces. In some parts of 

Scotland, bridge and secondary road maintenance has been delayed or halted 

entirely; occasionally resulting in the need for vehicles to seek alternative routes. 

Where road repairs are undertaken, they are carried out at low-cost, or ineffectively, 

resulting in the need for further repairs to be carried out at later date. 

These short notice patch repairs are often inappropriately communicated to bus and 

coach operators (if at all). This is in part due to the flexibility afforded to local 

authorities and utility companies with regards to updating the roadworks register and 

the flexibility also granted around start and end dates for such work. The lack of 

sufficient time to plan diversions and advise passengers of changes can often cause 

delays, increased congestion, and discourages bus use as passengers become 

frustrated with incorrect travel information and reduced journey reliability. 

Disappointingly, where road maintenance works are known and planned for, there is 

often poor communication with bus and coach operators.  In some cases, operators 

do not know that works are starting until the first vehicle meets the disruption. In 

these instances, operators have no time to communicate diversions to passengers 
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and are often committed to operating along a significantly congested and delayed 

route. 

Additionally, operators face severe penalties from the Traffic Commissioner for 

Scotland should they fail operate at least 95% of all journeys on registered services 

no more than one minute early or five minutes late. Failure to do so may result in 

regulatory action such as financial sanctions or even revocation of an Operator 

Licence.  

During periods of adverse weather, flooding due to a lack of drainage clearing, 

landslides and debris from wind-blown foliage significantly increase accident and 

vehicle damage risk. 

Bus and coach operators are experiencing rises in maintenance cost as a direct 

result of poor road maintenance and adverse weather planning, with these costs 

having to be recovered from the fare box. This can often result in increased fares for 

passengers or a reduction/curtailment of service. 

Where bus users cannot consistently rely upon reliable journey times, they will seek 

alternative options and switch to different modes if they can. Once the travel 

disruption is completed a reduced number of passengers return to the mode, further 

increasing the strain on the viability of routes. 

If spending on roads maintenance continues at current levels, what could be 

the likely effects on the above groups?  

Should action not be taken, Scotland’s roads will almost certainly continue to fall 

further into disrepair. Increasingly, safety will be compromised, and a growing 

number of accidents and instances of vehicle damage will surely be seen. 

Operators would have little choice but to make cuts to services due to rising costs of 

vehicle maintenance, vehicle availability and reduction in journey time reliability as a 

result of poorly planned and delivered roadworks. 

Local communities would likely come under strain as they see reductions to services 

and service frequency. Where routes do operate, increased journey times should be 

expected due to increased congestion and delays.  

How could any negative effects of reduced road spending best be addressed? 

It is our view that there should be an increased and sustained investment in 

Scotland’s roads and infrastructure. In the absence of increased funding, a new 

approach to road user charging could be considered, with revenues ring-fenced for 

reinvestment on road maintenance and road infrastructure. In addition to increased 

investment, a more holistic approach should be taken to address the various factors 

contributing to a reduction in road condition quality and journey time reliability. 
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Buses and coaches are adversely affected by roadworks due to service 

requirements, the ability to inform passengers ahead of time, and journey time 

expectations. Bus and coach operators should therefore be consulted at the earliest 

stage possible so that plans can be made, and passengers informed. Operators 

should be informed directly as smaller operators are often not in a position to attend 

consultation meetings due to the availability of staff. 

The Scottish Roadworks Commissioner should monitor the suitability of the planning, 

consultation and coordination of any roadworks, imposing any additional measures 

as and where they are required. 

Where closures, restrictions or diversions are unavoidable, works should be 

restricted to take place overnight, when the likelihood of disruption is at its lowest. 

Where roadworks are carried out, they should be coordinated in such a way as to 

reduce the need for repeat works at a later date. Temporary methods of repair, whilst 

understandable, should be used sparingly with higher and more permanent 

standards of work favoured. 

The Scottish Roadworks Commissioner should be given powers to impose financial 

penalties on contractors and utility companies who fail to give appropriate notice of 

works being undertaken and in instances of delayed start dates, late completion of 

roadworks or inappropriately long road closures. 

Buses and coaches are in a unique position to ease congestion and delays during 

periods of road maintenance. During periods of sustained roadworks, car owners 

should be encouraged to leave their vehicles at home in favour of other modes. 

Traffic Management initiatives such as priority measures for bus and coach can 

further help reduce congestion whilst encouraging modal shift. Where possible, bus 

and coach access through areas of roadworks closed to other modes would reduce 

the need for confusing diversions and improve journey reliability. 

Roadworks should avoid clashing with major events, such as sporting events, music 

events or the Edinburgh Festival in order to avoid further increasing congestion, 

delays and travel disruption. 

Is the current model of funding and delivering roads maintenance, which is 

split between Transport Scotland and local authorities, the most economic and 

efficient option? 

Largely, the current delivery method for road maintenance split between Transport 

Scotland and local authorities is the most efficient option if appropriately funded. 

There are instances where trunk routes can form part of a local network and here 

there can be a disconnect; however, these are a small number of instances and 

overall, there is a logical divide between trunk and local roads. 
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Operators can sometimes find it difficult to understand who the best organisation is 

to contact where changes are required or difficulties are being experienced along a 

route, often resulting in increased delay. Here it is important that any issues raised 

are addressed quickly and efficiently by the responsible authority. 

Wherever possible, Transport Scotland and Local Authorities should work more 

closely together, pooling resources where possible, as this would ultimately provide 

savings.  

There is a variation of standards across the Local Authorities with some performing 

much better than others. The ability for Transport Scotland to both measure and 

standardise the condition of roads would be welcomed by the industry. 

Given this, there may be merit in exploring if a national body could provide an 

overarching approach to the management of Scotland’s roads and road 

infrastructure. Such a body would be able to ensure that allocated funds do not come 

under the same pressures that are faced by local authorities to fund other key areas 

(such as health or education).  

We hope that the above comments will be helpful to the Rural Economy and 

Connectivity Committee. Please do contact us should you have any questions about 

our comments our would like further information on any aspect of our response. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 
SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM CYCLING SCOTLAND 

Cycling Scotland, as a member of the Road Maintenance Stakeholder Group, 
welcomes the opportunity to contribute to the Committee’s call for views on pre-
budget/financial scrutiny on roads maintenance in Scotland. Our key points are: 

• Local roads are the roads predominantly used by people cycling for everyday
journeys and the decline in the road condition will inevitably make conditions
more challenging for people cycling.

• People cycling are disproportionately affected by potholes, rutting, gaps
around ironwork, loose or missing manhole covers and other surface defects.
Crashes on tramlines in Edinburgh demonstrate the risk to people cycling
from surface hazards.

• Injuries from road defects are significantly under-reported in road casualties
data.

• More councils should follow Edinburgh’s lead and increase the priority given
to roads important for cycling.

• Road reinstatements require specific consideration of vulnerable road users
need.

• Closures of roads for maintenance work should retain a cycling through-route
wherever possible and offers the opportunity to test the impact on traffic flows
of road space reallocation schemes.

• The £1.2 billion plus backlog in road maintenance should be taken into
account in making decisions about major new road building proposals

Key Facts 

• In 2018/19, 94% of people killed or seriously injured while cycling were
involved in a collision with another vehicle. Over half of these collisions took
place at junctions on built-up roads (59%).

• The road environment was a contributory factor to 6% of crashes where
someone was killed or seriously injured while cycling (no vehicle involved).

• Cycling casualties are under reported in STATS19 data, especially when the
cycle was the only vehicle involved. The number of people admitted to
hospital after a cycling crash was more than double the number of people
killed or seriously injured while cycling, as recorded in the STATS19 data.1

• According to Cycling UK, between 2013 and 2017, the average pay-out for a
successful maintenance-related injury claim from 163 highway authorities in
Britain was 13 times higher for people cycling (£11,007.12) than for people
driving (£867.88).

• Spending on local roads declined by 26% between 2012-17 in real terms2.

• The Road Maintenance Strategic Action Group have highlighted that budget
cuts are ‘reducing the local authority management and change capacity

1 Police Scotland analysis of Stats19 Data 
2 Road Maintenance Strategic Action Group:  Response to Audit Scotland report Maintaining 
Scotland’s Roads: A Follow- Up Report. Published: 30th January 2018 
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necessary to develop collaboration quickly and the 2012 National Road 
Maintenance Review conclusions should be revisited, ensuring that clear lines 
of national and local accountability are maintained’. 

• City of Edinburgh Council raised the priority for road resurfacing on roads
important to cycling, following long term campaigning by Spokes3.

Significance of Local roads 

Spending decisions with regards to road maintenance works have important 
implications for the quality of Scotland’s roads.  

We note from the call for views document that 37% of the local roads network was 
identified as requiring some form of maintenance in 2017/18, with the proportion of 
roads considered to be in acceptable condition declining. A significant proportion of 
the National Cycling Network (NCN) is currently on local roads. Local roads are 
important for providing the space to implement safe, easy to use, segregated 
infrastructure for people cycling and supporting traffic to travel at lower speeds on 
these roads, such as through 20mph zones and limits, which can also help to 
improve the safety of people cycling on these roads. This is especially important 
where there is no segregated cycling infrastructure.  

As local roads are the roads which are predominantly used by people 
cycling/travelling actively for everyday journeys, this has significant implications for 
the ability of people cycling and other vulnerable road users to travel safely. Local 
roads in poor condition can be challenging and even dangerous for people cycling. 
People cycling are disproportionately affected by potholes, rutting, gaps around 
ironwork, loose or missing manhole covers, and other surface defects. The 
deterioration of the local roads network can therefore have significant negative 
impacts for people cycling and for other vulnerable road users.  

Further, we also note from the call for views document that the road network 
includes footways. Spending decisions with regards to maintenance needs to ensure 
that a proper proportion of overall spend is allocated to maintenance of these 
footways. This is important for facilitating active travel and improving safety of 
vulnerable road users. Spending on road works maintenance on local roads should 
also include maintenance of segregated cycle tracks and cycle ways to ensure these 
are of a high standard to enable people to cycle easily and safely.  

Impact of spending decisions on the quality of Scotland’s roads 

Road maintenance can have an adverse impact on the experiences of people 
cycling such as for example blocking their route and forcing them into oncoming 
traffic which can be unpleasant and dangerous. Special consideration needs to be 
given to road maintenance that is located towards the side of the road where 
someone may be cycling in secondary position; which are at or near junctions, where 

3 http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/45049/item_76_-
_road_and_footway_prioritisation_review_2014 and 
http://www.edinburgh.gov.uk/download/meetings/id/57544/item_73_-
_roads_capital_investment_programme_%E2%80%93_update  
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three quarters of crashes involving people cycling occur4; on downhill sections of 
roads; and present a sharp upstand or defects which run parallel rather than 
perpendicular to cycling pathways and are therefore more likely to trap the wheel of 
a person cycling.   

Sufficient financial and other resources need to be allocated to maintaining roads to 
a standard which makes them safe for people to cycle on. Where road maintenance 
activity blocks cycle paths, sufficient consideration (and money) should be allocated 
to providing safe, convenient, and easy to access alternatives for the duration of the 
maintenance works.  

Further, it is important that cycling routes - particularly cycle paths and segregated 
infrastructure - due to undergo works are treated in the same fashion as on-
carriageway roadworks, complete with a process ensuring proper notification, 
diversion and reinstatement is in place and subject to the same requirements for 
contributions, inspections, guarantees and charges. In particular, opportunities to 
implement filtered permeability to allow people to continue to cycle or walk on the 
most direct route should always be sought. 

Current model of funding and delivery 

Maintenance of local roads should remain the responsibility of local authorities as 
they have a better understanding of specific circumstances and challenges in their 
area.  

As acknowledged in the call for views document, road maintenance budgets are 
declining, and constrained local authority resources are likely to impact on the quality 
of maintenance work that can be delivered locally. Resultingly, with local roads being 
the roads that are used most frequently for cycling, this could also have a negative 
impact on the experience and safety of people cycling for everyday journeys. Whilst 
local roads maintenance should remain the responsibility of local authorities, some 
financial/funding assistance from national government could be made available to 
assist with maintenance where minimum standards are unlikely to be met by a local 
authority.  

Where trunk roads intersect with local and other roads managed and maintained by 
local authorities, the respective local authorities should have input into and be 
consulted on any road maintenance (spending) decisions, given the likely impact to 
the local (authority) area.  
Other 

There should be a duty of responsibility on utility companies (and other companies) 
to fully reinstate the road when finished their works. The reinstatement of road 
surfaces and meeting any associated costs is the responsibility of the party 
undertaking the works. Roads authorities have powers to inspect road works to 
ensure that utility and other companies meet their obligation. These powers need to 
be sufficiently and consistently enforced. This should form the basis of a code of 

4 https://www.cycling.scot/mediaLibrary/other/english/3028.pdf 
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practice which must outline the responsibility of all parties involved in the road 
maintenance/works.   

Reinstatement is an area where vulnerable road users need specific consideration. 
Of course, if works are undertaken to a cycle lane or other designated cycle 
infrastructure, these should be returned to at least the same state as before the 
works were undertaken (e.g. adequate lining and colour). Some finishing of road 
maintenance activity/works may not have an impact on motor vehicle users but have 
a huge impact on those travelling by bike. For example, resurfacing around access 
hatches that, when reinstated, can result in the cover not being flush with the 
carriageway, creates a dangerous hazard for those on bikes.  

Further, a way to ensure that road works/maintenance does not adversely impact 
cycling is to ensure the long-lasting nature of reinstatement works. A previous 
Scottish Government consultation called for an extension of the guarantee period for 
any maintenance works, and this is supported by Cycling Scotland. Of utmost 
importance is ensuring that faults, even those that could be considered ‘minor’ to 
motor vehicles, are considered and assessed on the impact on those travelling by 
bike or on foot.  

Any party undertaking road maintenance or works, such as utility works, should be 
required to produce plans of the proposed works/maintenance activity. These plans 
should outline the exact details of the proposed works/maintenance and contain 
information on consideration of minimising the impact on vulnerable road users, such 
as people cycling, and also pedestrians on surrounding footpaths and pavements, 
who can also be impacted by road works/maintenance.  

We would like to highlight that, for longer term and larger programmed work, for 
example large scale utility works or road resurfacing/reinstatement, there is an 
opportunity to take advantage of an alteration of traffic flows to test reallocation of 
road space and alternative traffic management techniques. For example, if a lane is 
taken out by utility works, the route could be designated for cycling and walking only, 
with a diversion made for vehicular traffic. This could allow for testing of potential 
reallocation of road space and traffic management for the short term – similar to a 
‘pilot’ - and would assist in assessing any impacts on general traffic flows and 
accessibility across the wider area, which would have a positive impact on the 
environment by helping to reduce congestion and improve air quality. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE  

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION FROM PATHS FOR ALL AND LIVING STREETS SCOTLAND  

• Road maintenance is a major concern to pedestrians and cyclists and
research indicates levels of funding are falling and will have serious negative
consequences.

• Against a background of reduced road maintenance spending we are
concerned at the lack of measurable data on walking and cycling
infrastructure. This indicates a low priority because you measure what
matters.

• We consider that the roads maintenance budget needs to explicitly include
footways and cycleways. Spending in this area needs to be monitored.

• Maintaining safe and comfortable pavements and paths is vital for the delivery
of the National Walking Strategy and the National Transport Strategy and
addressing the Climate Emergency.

Introduction 

Paths for All and Living Streets Scotland welcome the opportunity to respond to this call for 
views.   

Our understanding is that both Transport Scotland and local authority “roads” budgets 
normally also include pavements, footpaths and cycle tracks which are considered part of 
the carriageway. We are however concerned at the low priority given to walking and cycling 
because councils don’t explicitly monitor spend in these areas. Our view is that the roads 
maintenance budget should specifically address active travel infrastructure rather than 
make a broad assumption that people on foot and bikes benefit from general carriageway 
maintenance.   

There is considerable evidence that a fall in footway maintenance spending will discourage 
people to choose active travel due to reduced safety and a less pleasant experience. 
Conversely, more revenue spending on basic maintenance will encourage walking and 
cycling. Whilst it’s difficult to present comprehensive picture, multiple sources of information 
show maintenance spending is declining and the implications for the promotion of walking 
are serious.  

Importance of road maintenance to people on foot 

National survey of attitudes and barriers to walking in Scotland - Paths for All - Final 
report August 2019 (in press)  

The results of this survey suggest that the quality of pavements can be an issue for many 
people.  

Respondents were shown a list of potential issues and asked if they encountered any of 
these recently while walking locally and whether these issues had caused them to change 
their route or not walk in this place again.  
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The most common issues related to experiences on roadside pavements including cars 
parked on pavements, cyclists on pavements and poor pavement maintenance.  

• 38% had experienced poorly maintained pavements.
• 19% had been forced to change where they walked as a result.

Respondents were presented with a series of attitude statements and asked to rate to what 
extent they agreed or disagreed with each.  

• While 41% agreed that pavements in their local area were in a good condition,
almost as many (37%) disagreed.

• Only a quarter felt that the condition of paths in their local area had improved in the
last 5 years (25%), slightly less than the proportion who disagreed with this
statement (28%).

YouGov Polling of older UK adults for Living Streets in March 2019 

• 60% worry about cracked/uneven pavements when walking on local streets.
• 31% felt cracked/ uneven pavements prevent them from walking more/at all on their

local streets.
• 48% felt that well-maintained pavement surfaces (no cracks, potholes etc would

make them more likely to walk more on local streets.

The smaller data sample for Scotland was comparable with the UK picture 

Trends in roads maintenance budgets  

Councils across Scotland have cut roads maintenance funding by 20 per cent over the past 
seven years in response to pressure on their budgets. (Local Government Benchmarking 
Framework http://www.improvementservice.org.uk/benchmarking/ )  

Spending on local roads has declined by 26% in real terms across the last five years as a 
result of the prioritisation of education and care, which now account for around 60% of all 
local spending. (Road Maintenance Strategic Action Group:  Response to Audit Scotland 
report Maintaining Scotland’s Roads: A Follow-Up Report 
http://www.improvementservice.org.uk/documents/roads_collaboration_programme/sag-
auditscotland.pdf ) 

There aren’t any centrally compiled measures of spending on walking and cycling 
infrastructure. To date the only data available is a survey undertaken by Living Streets 
Scotland in 2014 using freedom of information regulations (See Scottish spending on 
pavement repairs falls sharply, BBC News, 7 April 2014.)  

The figures compiled from Freedom of Information enquiries made by Living Streets 
indicate that:  

• Footway maintenance spend declined by 20.5% across Scotland from 2009-2013 -
from £19.5m to £15.5m, despite total maintenance spend increasing from £137m to
£150m over the same period
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• The share of maintenance spend for footways versus road carriageways declined
from 14% to 10% over the same period

• The data provided surprising results for Glasgow compared with the other largest
cities: where Edinburgh spent 31.9% of its total road maintenance budget on
pavements, Aberdeen 19.1% and Dundee 21.3%, Glasgow appeared to spend only
9.2%. This reinforces concerns that councils collect data in different ways or have
wildly different priorities.

Whilst Living Streets hasn’t had the resources to repeat the survey, there is strong evidence 
that negative trends on spending on footway maintenance will have continued or 
accelerated.  

There is a clear need for better data, given that an estimated £1m+ is spent on 
compensation for trips and falls by pedestrians. The importance of local road maintenance 
as preventative spend is illustrated in Edinburgh. Over 10 years, Edinburgh council had to 
pay out £2.3m in claims resulting from injuries caused by defective pavements but only 
£250,000 for claims relating to damage to cars from defective roads. Motorists carry 
insurance and therefore they maybe more likely to claim for any damage or loss than 
pedestrians. The comparative picture for pedestrians may be much worse than this 
research indicates.  

We recommend that Councils are instructed to collect data on footway maintenance in a 
consistent manner and that this can be disaggregated from general spending on 
carriageway maintenance. This is vital to transparency and an increasing the overall priority 
for walking and cycling.  This is identified in the National Walking Strategy Action Plan as a 
priority but so far councils haven’t engaged with the problem.  

Impacts of falling maintenance 

Well maintained footways are vital to achieving wider policy goals - something recognised 
by the Scottish Government. For example, The National Transport Strategy consultation 
states that “Dedicated walking and cycling infrastructure must also be maintained to 
encourage use.” https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/45149/national-transport-strategy-
draft-for-consultation-july-2019.pdf  Poor infrastructure has several impacts on pedestrians 
according to research by the Transport Research Laboratory (TRL). The research identified 
the following impacts which are taken directly from this 2012 report.  

Physical fitness and health 

The potential for increased severance noted under the accessibility and social inclusion 
criterion will be a disincentive for affected communities to maintain physical fitness levels. 
There are strong connections between road condition and policies on health and obesity as 
poor carriageway and footway condition deter walking and cycling. Road condition also 
affects equalities since women will often view the public realm differently from men, 
primarily because of fear of crime and being alone in an unsafe environment. The success 
of Government policies (e.g. Cycling Action Plan for Scotland, Route Map to Healthy 
Weight) is directly related to the standard of provision of carriageways, footways and cycle-
tracks.  

Structures, footpaths, cycle-tracks 
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Potential increases in risk of structural failure could have a significant effect on community 
accessibility (e.g. a bridge spanning a river with a community on both sides of the river) 
((James, Harper, Reid, McColl-Grubb, & Tomlinson, 2004).  However, due to safety 
concerns it is likely that such assets will be shielded the most from the effect of budget 
reductions.  If facilities such as pedestrian underpasses or footpaths are poorly maintained 
and suffer reduced use due to fears of crime and accidents, as noted elsewhere, a similar 
effect of severance will be realised in the long term. Studies in the Netherlands have shown 
that well-kept public areas had fewer incidents of dishonesty, suggesting they reduce the 
propensity to criminal activity, echoing the broken window theory noted in Table 1.  

General impacts on pedestrians 

An increase in roadside noise or deterioration in local air quality, visual amenity and 
appearance (e.g. graffiti) and street lighting will have a comparatively bigger effect on 
pedestrians than other road users. Deterioration in road and footway condition can deter 
movement by pedestrians, particularly the elderly, adults with young children and the 
disabled. Reductions in planned maintenance will put more pressure on the need for 
unplanned maintenance and delays to unplanned maintenance will further deter 
pedestrians.    

Social impacts 

Reduced care of footways and roadside environments (e.g. fence repairs, surface repairs, 
vegetation control) increases the perceived risk of crime for the public and serves as a 
deterrent to use.  This will lead to lower social interaction in neighbourhoods which 
increases the risks of crime.  Funding reductions will exacerbate any such risks (perceived 
or real), especially among certain groups (e.g. the elderly).    

Maintenance activity and air quality 

Reduced road maintenance will mean less planned maintenance work on the 
network.  Particularly at major carriageway maintenance sites and for bridge or structures 
repairs, significant dust can be generated.  With lower funding, the number of planned 
events may reduce and this may lead to better air quality, but this will be part offset by any 
increase in unplanned maintenance (e.g. more potholes and carriageway surface 
disintegration) and, potentially, other more significant and intrusive work (e.g. a weakened 
or collapsed structure requiring urgent repair).   

Anecdotal evidence suggests that local air quality will deteriorate due to increased dust if 
streets are cleaned less but there is no quantified or reported evidence of this  

Equalities 

Older people are more likely to be adversely affected if there are more and worse defects 
on footways and if street lighting and other amenity assets and activities are reduced.  The 
elderly have a greater fear of crime and potential accidents and will therefore experience a 
comparatively bigger effect from these impacts than other road users.   

Under the Disability Discrimination Act: Transport Scotland Good Practice Guide for Roads 
(2009) Local Authorities must ensure that road maintenance policies do not disadvantage 
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disabled people. Uneven footways have a bigger impact on people with disabilities (e.g. 
visual impairment, or mobility) so that deterioration in the quality of such assets will have a 
comparatively bigger effect on disabled people. The Disability Discrimination Act: Good 
Practice for Roads (2009) lays out clearly the accessibility standards needed to enable 
disabled people to use road environments. If carriageways and footways fall below 
accepted standards of accessibility, then this will have a direct impact on the use of the 
road network by disabled people by affecting access to local businesses and facilities, and 
thus increasing the severance for those affected.  

The TRL research paper can be ready in full here 
https://trl.co.uk/sites/default/files/MIS010%20-
%20Making%20the%20case%20for%20road%20maintenance%20spend%20in%20a%20c
ompetitive%20budget%20environment.pdf  

Street audits 

Living Streets Scotland delivers street audits on behalf of Local Authorities and the Scottish 
Government. Its notable that in almost every location at least some of the factors are 
present and poor maintenance is a root cause. The Paths for All and Living Street polling 
indicates considerable concern about the overall state of the pedestrian environment and 
the need to increase, not decrease revenue spending in this area.   

Links to national policy goals 

We believe current trends in road maintenance spending are incompatible with achieving 
the following national strategy and policy goals.   

 National Walking Strategy 

Outcome: Pavements (Footways) are increasingly well maintained by local authorities 

Objective: Increase the percentage of footways that are deemed in good condition  

Action: All local authorities undertake regular Footway Condition Surveys  

https://www.pathsforall.org.uk/mediaLibrary/other/english/81342.pdf   

 National Transport Strategy 

We will reinforce the Sustainable Travel Hierarchy to promote and design our transport 
system so that walking, cycling and public and shared transport are promoted and take 
precedence ahead of private car use.  
https://www.transport.gov.scot/media/45149/national-transport-strategy-draft-for-
consultation-july-2019.pdf   

Climate emergency 

Promoting walking is also important in the context of addressing the Climate 
Emergency.  Transport is now Scotland’s largest source of climate change emissions, and 
private cars contribute 60% of the emissions to the sector. There are many benefits from 
increased walking, cycling and using public transport and improving the quality of 
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infrastructure, encouraging people to change their behaviour, is key to releasing these 
benefits.  

Transport (Scotland) Bill 2018 

We believe that once enacted and enforced the national ban on parking on footways will 
result in significant maintenance savings. Cars mounting kerbs and parking on service 
ducts are a significant factor in shortening the life of pavements. Quite simply, pavements 
are constructed for pedestrians and not cars. Exemptions to the ban must consider whether 
the paved area is robust enough to support the weight and impact of cars.   

Cleaner Air for Scotland Strategy – An Independent Review - Final Report to the 
Scottish Government  

The report recommends more focus on inter-related interventions including improved 
transport infrastructure that encourages higher levels of active travel (walking, cycling). 

It also found that the current funding level for active travel is insufficient to meet the need 
for transformative change, especially for related infrastructure programmes and the 
associated behaviour change support work given the paucity of funding over many 
decades. Doubling the funding level again (since the 2017 doubling announcement from 
£40 million to £80 million) would signal the seriousness of the task and the need to upskill 
and expand the human resources also needed. Short-term, stop-start sustainable transport 
programmes must be replaced with permanent programmes.   

It also states that the 50% local authority match funding requirement for the bulk of the 
active travel budget must be reconsidered.   

There are a number of areas which are highlighted where funding shortfall means that local 
authorities currently do not pursue interventions which could contribute to improving local 
air quality and broader health co-benefits. The promotion and modal shift towards active 
travel provides wider economic benefits too. https://www.gov.scot/news/cleaner-air-for-
scotland-1/  

Summary 

If national policy goals on physical activity, air quality and climate change are to be 
achieved, we consider that there is a need for greater emphasis on the requirements of 
walkers and cyclists – and this applies equally to everyone who walks and cycles as part of 
a multi-mode journey including bus, tram or train. Road maintenance is a major concern for 
people on foot based on data collected by Paths for All and Living Streets Scotland  

Revenue budgets must also include weather and winter services, such as applying salt and 
grit to remove snow and ice – our impression is that often priority is given to clearing roads 
for vehicles at the expense of pedestrians.   

Despite limited data there is evidence that the existing situation is unsatisfactory – we are 
concerned that this may deteriorate. We are concerned that insufficient priority is given to 
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maintaining walking and cycling infrastructure. Despite the lack of specific, up to date 
figures, for walking and cycling there is clear evidence that footway repairs are declining as 
part of the wider squeeze on roads spending. The Scottish Government’s own research 
indicates this type of trend will have multi-faceted and severe consequences for pedestrians 
and active travel.   

These negative trends are relevant to the delivery of several policies and strategies – 
including the National Walking Strategy and the National Transport Strategy - that seek to 
promote and increase walking and cycling levels for the undoubted health, environmental 
and social benefits that entails. Unless reversed other positive work to promote walking and 
cycling will be undermined by a lack of safe and well-maintained infrastructure.  
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Background 

Paths for All 

Paths for All is a Scottish charity founded in 1996. We champion everyday walking as the 
way to a happier, healthier Scotland. We want to get Scotland walking: everyone, everyday, 
everywhere.  

Our aim is to significantly increase the number of people who choose to walk in Scotland - 
whether that's for leisure or walking to work, school, the shops or to a nearby public 
transport hub. We want to create a happier, healthier Scotland where physical activity 
improves quality of life and wellbeing for all. We work to develop more opportunities and 
better environments not just for walking, but also for cycling and other activities, to help 
make Scotland a more active, more prosperous, greener country.  

Our work supports the delivery of the Active Scotland Delivery Plan, National Walking 
Strategy, The Cycling Action Plan for Scotland and the Long-term Vision for Active Travel in 
Scotland, community and workplace health walking, path network development and active 
travel policy development. We are a partnership organisation with 30 national partners. Our 
funders include the Scottish Government, Transport Scotland, Scottish Natural Heritage, 
Macmillan and The Life Changes Trust.  

Living Streets Scotland 

We want to create a walking nation, free from congested roads and pollution, reducing the 
risk of preventable illness and social isolation and making walking the natural choice. We 
believe that getting Scotland walking means progress for everyone.  

We work with professionals and politicians to make sure every community can enjoy vibrant 
streets and public spaces. Our Walk to School and Walk to Work campaigns reach every 
area of Scotland. Through our Walkable Communities project, we empower community 
groups to deliver improvements to their walking environment.   

Progress starts here: one street, one school, one step at a time. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE  

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN SCOTLAND 

SUBMISSION FROM SOCIETY OF CHIEF OFFICERS OF TRANSPORTATION IN 
SCOTLAND (SCOTS) 

Whilst individual Road Authorities may respond to this call for views, the Society of Chief 
Officers of Transportation in Scotland (SCOTS) wish to provide the following collective 
comments representing the position of 32 Roads Authorities and 7 Regional Transport 
Partnerships. A senior representative from SCOTS is available to address the Committee 
when considering this Call for Views. 

This response relates to the road network managed by the 32 local Road Authorities (i.e. 
representing 93% of the country’s road network) and focusses on looking forward rather 
looking back at the history of investment - individual authorities may provide more detail 
of that in their own responses. 

It is widely understood that roads (and associated infrastructure) are vital for the social, 
economic and environmental wellbeing, not only of local communities, but Scotland as a 
whole. However, this is not currently well expressed in terms of the delivery of National 
Outcomes.  

There is a strong case for adopting a new approach to valuing the roads network, and 
SCOTS are currently preparing a new framework, to clearly articulate the reliance of 
communities and commerce, on the local roads network, with clear links to the National 
Performance Framework. This will be crucial in the pursuit of a future inclusive growth 
strategy for Scotland, and it will offer a new way to consider infrastructure investment 
opportunities and priorities. SCOTS expect to have this available by the end of 2019. 

The local roads network is particularly vital to accessibility and mobility for groups that face 
social and/or geographical disadvantage, more so than the trunk roads or even the rail 
network, because of cost and distance. 

As the Call for Views has highlighted, there has been long-term scrutiny of road 
maintenance (and its funding) for many years. Missing from the SPICe research within the 
Call paper was the response to Audit Scotland’s 2016 review (published in January 2018), 
prepared jointly by SCOTS, Transport Scotland, COSLA, SOLACE and the Office of the 
Roadworks Commissioner, on behalf of the Strategic Action Group (SAG).  

This SAG response clearly articulated the context within which road maintenance must be 
considered. The economic and fiscal strategy of the UK Government, combined with the 
wider economic performance across the last five years, has resulted in an overall 
budgetary decline in public services. The prioritisation of Health, Care and Education in 
Scotland, interacting with demographic pressures, have created a very pressurised 
environment for all other services.  

Spending on local roads has declined by 26% in real terms across the last five years, and 
this can be linked to the prioritisation of Education and Care, which account for around 
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60% of all local spending.  Current maintenance expenditure on national roads is not 
sufficient to address the known current maintenance backlog of some £1.8billion. 

The 2012 review of roads maintenance highlighted the view of senior roads professionals 
that enhanced voluntary collaboration between the 32 local roads authorities in Scotland, 
and with Transport Scotland, was the best way forward. This led to the formation of the 
Roads Collaboration Programme (RCP) in late 2013 and this has successfully delivered a 
range of collaborative activities, and work is ongoing including activities such as future 
workforce planning and joint contracts. Key to this has been a significant cultural change 
at both corporate and elected member levels towards positive and active collaboration and 
sharing across boundaries. Within the sector, this has been founded on the highly 
successful collaborative work of SCOTS for many years. 

The ongoing severe budget reductions have eroded local authority management, 
professional and change capacity necessary to develop collaboration quickly, so voluntary 
progress has been less rapid than envisaged but is gathering momentum, especially in the 
north of Scotland.   

The clear conclusion of the Strategic Action Group in 2018 was that – “given the projected 
pressures, a model for roads maintenance in Scotland based on 33 roads authorities is 
likely to be unsustainable”.  The 2018 report was a direct response to the specific 
recommendations of the Audit Scotland 2016 report, and was not deemed to be the place 
to pursue the governance matters in detail nor to pre-judge the outcome of any future 
review – in particular the National Transport Strategy (NTS) Roles and Responsibilities 
work.   

Q1. How have recent spending decisions on roads maintenance affected the quality 
of Scotland’s roads, road users, businesses, public services, and the economy? 

The professionals who manage, maintain and develop the transport network across 
Scotland continue to maximise the value of every pound provided to them to invest in road 
infrastructure, despite erosion of resources and loss of skilled staff.  In terms of the local 
roads network, the ongoing spending reductions within local authorities have directly 
resulted in: 

• the loss of experienced managers and staff, leading to general resource resilience
challenges across most authorities and ‘single points of failure’;

• an aging workforce and lack of adequate succession planning;

• a focus on reactive rather than planned maintenance, and loss of whole-life decision-
making – e.g. a concentration on potholes rather than the underlying causes of
surface failure;

• use of short term ‘quick fixes’ rather than long term interventions, e.g. thin surfacing’s
widely used rather than replacement of worn-out carriageway layers;

• core roads maintenance funding increasingly used to respond to increasing
frequencies of severe weather and its effects on road assets;

• maintenance ‘holidays’ being taken on assets such as bridges and lighting (in part
masked by the ongoing LED lantern replacement programmes);

• loss of ability to be innovative, to embrace new technologies and to react to changing
needs and opportunities necessary for the future road network.
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An ongoing national focus on building new infrastructure continues to miss the essential 
need for maintenance of existing assets. It is good to see this aspect included in the draft 
National Transport Strategy. 

In 2018, the Improvement Service reported that overall revenue expenditure on roads had 
reduced significantly, by 32.8%, since 2010/11, while capital expenditure had increased 
by 12.3% across the same period. They also reported that, in terms of the underlying 
condition of carriageways, over 8 years there had been very little change in the A, B and 
C class road network overall, with around 30% to 35% of classified carriageways 
continuing to require maintenance (representing around 40% of the local network). During 
2017 to 2018 it was noted that there was a small deterioration in A, B and C class roads, 
with only unclassified roads improving, and this remains the emerging situation in 2019. 

It should be noted that the use of carriageway condition as a proxy for the condition of the 
whole roads-related infrastructure disguises the reducing condition of other assets - where 
reduction in investment has been more acute, for example bridges, footways, signs, road 
markings etc. It is the view of roads professionals that the overall road network 
infrastructure is deteriorating and that increasing service failure (or restriction in use) will 
be inevitable starting the short-term. 

A road user survey was carried out by the Improvement Service in 2018. This indicated 
that 79% of people were dissatisfied with the state of local roads, with 72% believing that 
the condition had deteriorated in the previous two years.  71% of people believed that 
there are more potholes than in previous years. 

The whisky, quarrying, agriculture and timber transport industries continue to add 
considerable pressure of increasing HGV traffic on many roads not built to carry such loads 
and vehicle sizes. The increase in tourism-related traffic, for example the North Coast 500 
illustrates other pressures growing on the network with no additional funding being 
provided on a planned long term and strategic basis. 

Q2.  If spending on roads maintenance continues at current levels, what could be 
the likely effects on the above groups? 

Projections by each local authority participating in the SCOTS national asset management 
project, confirm that at present levels of investment (in particular revenue), all roads assets 
will continue to deteriorate. Capital injections by many Councils are welcome but tend to 
allow a small amount of selected assets to be improved on a one-off basis, and do not 
help with long term whole-life asset planning.  

Winter services have been under constant scrutiny and funding reduction in recent years 
to turn the previous objective of “plan for the worst and hope for the best” to now accepting 
what happens each year and just finding the money to pay for it, either from cancelling 
end of year roads projects or sometimes from other corporate sources.  

Investment has focused in recent years on carriageway repairs, maximising the use of 
available funding by disinvesting in bridge maintenance, drainage, safety barriers, road 
markings, signs, trees/verges etc. There is increased risk to the safety of road users, not 
least as the effects of climate change become increasingly evident. 
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It is expected that there will soon be an increase in load restrictions on many structures, 
limiting their use to certain vehicles. In 2019, a survey by the RAC foundation highlighted 
that some 412 bridges in Scotland were substandard, with only 53 of these expected to be 
strengthened by 2023. The same survey also stated that the bridges maintenance backlog 
has increased by some 25% since 2018. Restriction on the use of or in some cases the 
removal of this infrastructure will have a major impact on freight business, and emergency 
vehicles. This will directly affect local economies and communities. 

There will be an increase in carriageway surface failures, resulting in more potholes, until 
there is investment in fixing the underlying causes of surface failure. 

All authorities are committed to increasing active travel, but road condition is a major 
barrier to those interested in walking and cycling - road condition is directly related to 
pedestrian and cycle safety. A survey by Living Streets in May 2019 highlighted that 31% 
of people over 65 years of age are unwilling to leave home on foot due to the condition of 
footway surfaces. 

Inward investment will be affected as businesses respond to their perception of 
local/national government’s commitment to maintenance of the country’s road 
infrastructure. 

The road construction and maintenance supply chain will continue to be under pressure 
with reducing demand for materials and services, alongside increasing bureaucracy 
around the system (for example in procurement and taxation), alongside a lack of forward 
confidence in orders. 

Q3.   How could any negative effects of reduced road spending be best addressed? 

Roads professionals have been working hard for many years to address the negative 
effects of reduced funding, through improved practices, collaborations, engagement with 
communities, increased transparency of decision-making, and driving efficiencies 
throughout their processes and supply chains. 

The SCOTS Asset Management project is an internationally recognised industry-leading 
initiative, engaging all Councils to develop and use robust asset management and 
technical processes to pursue best value for money. This demonstrates the ability and 
willingness of officers to take a professional approach to managing Scotland’s most 
valuable asset, if given the resources to do so. 

Through the Roads Collaboration Programme (RCP), all 33 road authorities are seeking 
to mitigate some of the operational effects of the ongoing financial austerity, focussed most 
recently on improving the resilience of service provision across each authority. The RCP 
is actively developing a range of measures to improve the planning of the future road 
sector workforce, in conjunction with all relevant Government agencies and academia. The 
impact of this will not be seen immediately, but this is a very practical and vital initiative, 
and will continue to develop. 

Authorities are actively sharing best practice and expertise all across the country, including 
sharing of resources and procurement activity.  Collaboration across local and trunk 
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networks is also being actively progressed and encouraged through the Scottish Road 
Network Management Forum, recognising the need for a whole-network approach. 

Q4.   Is the current model of funding and delivering roads maintenance, which is 
split between Transport Scotland and local authorities, the most economic and 
efficient option? 

It is the view of SCOTS that the current funding model is not sustainable. There is no doubt 
that additional funding for roads would make a significant improvement to network 
condition and road users’ experience of the road network. Each local authority has data 
and tools to demonstrate at a local level, the benefits of varying amounts of increased 
investment.  

However, any additional investment cannot be short term – the supply chains are not 
prepared for that and road users will not tolerate the resulting sudden increase in 
roadworks countrywide. Authorities need a 10 to 20-year investment programme, to allow 
robust, cost-efficient asset planning, and a managed implementation programme – ideally 
with a pipeline of work to share with supply chains to maximise value for money.  

The continued use by many authorities of the historic national roads classification (I.e. 
A,B,C,U) is not appropriate for maintenance prioritisation decisions. Some authorities have 
developed a new hierarchy for their road assets to ensure investment is made first on the 
most necessary and important local assets. 

Key national industries, such as agriculture, tourism, whisky, quarrying and timber are 
causing increasing damage to the country’s local road network by heavy (or 
inappropriately sized) vehicles, and opportunities for re-investing existing taxation revenue 
relating to these industries should be considered to directly address the asset damage 
being caused. The timber transport fund is a good example of this in practice.  The overall 
consideration of funding for transport should also consider how the current income through 
Vehicle Excise Duty and Fuel Duty are redistributed and whether alternative models, 
linking use and impact to taxes and charges, needs to be developed.  

The 2018 Improvement Service road user survey asked respondents about their personal 
priorities for government spending, with the top 5 (in order) being: Healthcare/NHS, Care 
for the elderly, Primary and secondary schools, Criminal justice (incl. Police and prisons), 
then Upkeep of local roads. When asked about future spend on roads and transportation, 
55% prioritised road maintenance, 30% public transport, 10% low emission transport and 
then 5% prioritised active travel. 29% of respondents supported the payment of more 
personal tax to be spent on road maintenance, with 44% strongly against this. 

A new infrastructure evaluation model/framework is currently being developed by SCOTS, 
which has the potential to help policy-makers and practitioners to embed the wider social, 
economic and environmental impacts of local roads in their decision-making and therefore 
make more informed investment (or disinvestment) decisions going forward.  

This model will benefit both local and central government through the inclusion of 
economic and social value as core investment considerations, supplementing the 
traditional focus on safety, road network performance and asset condition. There will be 
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the ability to base this model on the approaches and data sources already in use across 
the public sector, to inform service delivery within a wide range of public services. This 
approach aligns the road service with the National Performance Framework and the 
overarching Government strategy on inclusive growth. It will fit varying local authority 
geographies, whilst evaluating community impacts, and improve the clarity of the 
implications of future budget decisions. 
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 

SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM COSLA 

Introduction 

1. COSLA welcomes the opportunity to contribute evidence to the Rural Economy

and Connectivity Committee on roads maintenance in Scotland. Pre-budget

scrutiny is an essential element of the Scottish budget process, but no topic can

be considered in isolation from the system it is part of.  This submission therefore

attempts to place road maintenance within a wider Local Government context.

2. In pre-budget scrutiny evidence, COSLA has written to all Committees across the

Scottish Parliament on the specific questions posed but alongside specific

evidence we urge Committees to consider the context of overall Local

Government budgets.  This is set out in COSLA’s submission to the Local

Government and Communities Committee.

Local Government’s Vision 

3. To ensure sustainable communities across Scotland, Local Government’s unique

role in designing and delivering the vital services which underpin and provide the

lifeblood to communities must be recognised and invested in accordingly.  The

interrelated and collective impact of the everyday services delivered by Local

Government directly affects all individuals and communities in Scotland.

4. Aligned to the National Performance Framework (NPF) and the core priorities set

out in the Scottish Government’s Medium-Term Financial Strategy, COSLA has

agreed four priorities for its Spending Review campaign this year. The four

priorities cannot however be considered or viewed in isolation and throughout this

evidence we will stress these critical interdependencies.  The four priorities are:

• Inclusive economic growth

• Improving Wellbeing

• Tackling child poverty

• Addressing climate change

5. Councils spend, plan, regulate, connect, educate, enforce, support, train and

employ.  Local Government is the only body operating across all the agendas

that can impact on the lives of all our citizens and communities by coordinating

the multi-faceted services they provide, tailored to the needs of individual

communities and local authority areas.

6. To deliver on the NPF and the four priorities set out above, Scottish Government

must choose to invest in Councils.  Investment means no more cuts to the Local

Government core settlement and putting fiscal measures in place to ensure
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individual Councils are empowered and autonomous to make decisions at the 

local level.  In contrast, recent settlements have seen reductions to core local 

authority budgets and increased central control of how budgets can be spent.  

This is putting not only Local Government’s vision at risk, but the whole of the 

NPF and most importantly is impacting on the lives of vulnerable individuals and 

communities in Scotland.   

The Role of Local Government in roads maintenance 

7. In the context of roads maintenance, the benefits of having safe and reliable

roads go beyond allowing vehicles to go from A to B. Not only does a safe and

reliable local transport network provide a visible symbol about the vitality of of our

economy and public sector infrastructure, it can also help employment, through

attracting investment in vital industries which are reliant on good road networks.

As SCOTS make clear in their evidence to the Committee, “The core function and

purpose of a road is to be a physical connector for people, businesses and

communities. Local roads are therefore strategically significant for the social,

economic and environmental wellbeing, not only of local communities, but

Scotland as a whole. This should be reflected in policy and planning for the

sector”. We agree with this statement. This is especially true for some of Scotland

most remote and rural communities, were roads are essential in ensuring equality

of opportunity for access to services, employment, markets and transport hubs

such as railway stations, ports and airports.

8. As the largest greenhouse gas emitting sector, transport is also at the centre of

the national climate change agenda and substantial changes to how we move

people and things will be needed if we are to achieve the 2045 net zero target

approved by the Scottish Parliament as part of the stage 2 debate of the Climate

Change Bill. The transition to a carbon neutral economy will be extremely

challenging and will require both new investment decisions and substantial

behaviour change within society. Throughout this transition and even after we

reach the net zero target, there will be a need for Scotland to maintain a

comprehensive road network. As a result, continued investment will be needed in

roads, even if we are taking active steps to encourage public transport and, in

certain circumstances,  discourage car usage. How we do this as a country will

require debate and a likely reprioritisation of our current investment decisions.

The recently published Programme for Government and  Clean Air for Scotland

Independent Review are relevant to this discussion. Local Government has an

active and substantial contribution to make to this transport revolution, but it will

only be able to rise to the challenge if its empowered with the right policy, support

and resources.

9. Roads maintenance is one of Councils’ statutory services that has suffered the

most from continuing cuts to Local Government budgets, as resources previously

invested on our transport network are directed to protected services such as

education, health and social care – often as a result of Scottish Government

priorities and ring-fencing of resources. However, Local Authorities work hard to

maintain road quality as best possible. To evidence this, the 2016 Audit Scotland
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report “Maintaining Scotland’s Roads” said that independent survey results 

indicated that the condition of Council maintained roads had remained stable at 

around 63 per cent in acceptable condition over the period 2011/12 to 2014/15. 

While this report is now three years old, it is clear that Councils take their 

responsibilities to road maintenance seriously, despite budget constraints. 

10. Mitigating the impact of budget reductions whilst ensuring adequate maintenance

of the local road network is therefore a common challenge across Local

Authorities, one that is dealt with differently depending on the area, length and

type of local transport network. Councils continue to look for different solutions to

best address their local needs and make the best use of their limited resources

without compromising the safety and accessibility of our roads.

11. However, this approach is not without consequences. The ongoing cuts to

Council budgets have led to:

• Reduction in staff, loss of expertise and lack of workforce planning

• Short term reactive maintenance as opposed to long-term investments
and strategic planning

• Increasing customer dissatisfaction with the state of local roads and
increased expectations

• Steady deterioration of road quality

12. Regardless of their current level of spending, the continued lack of funding is

eroding the capacity of Councils to cope with current pressures on their local

transport network and prepare appropriately for the ones ahead. Given that

funding levels are not set to improve in the foreseeable future, Local Government

will continue to have to make increasingly difficult choices. At the same time,

local authorities will have to face a number of other challenges, including but not

limited to:

• Rising service demand

• Tension between investing in existing assets vs  new infrastructure

• Increasingly harsher weather conditions

• Supporting the transition to a low-carbon transport system and economy

13. Whilst each Council will determine how to best respond to these challenges in

their area, the consensus is that robust budget arrangements must be in place for

local government to be able to respond effectively.

Conclusion 

14. With regards to the current model of funding, we recognise that improvements

can be made to better respond to existing financial and delivery challenges as

long as change is gradual, voluntary and allows different solutions for different

localities. These considerations inform our contribution to the discussions on the

future governance of transportation services as part of the National Transport

Strategy review, which will also look at the management of roads maintenance.
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15. It should, however, be emphasised that regional working or changes to the

current governance model ought not to be seen as alternatives to adequate

investment, as they cannot and will not on their own solve the issues stemming

from insufficient funding. Not only does reform need to be driven by strategic and

collective leadership from the wider Local Government family, it will also need to

be supported by adequate budgets and incremental resource transfer to Councils

if we want it to be valuable, effective and sustainable.

16. In the course of pre-budget scrutiny, COSLA would urge the Committee to

consider the overall Local Government Settlement as fundamental to specific

consideration about roads maintenance in Scotland.
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RURAL ECONOMY AND CONNECTIVITY COMMITTEE 

PRE-BUDGET/FINANCIAL SCRUTINY ON ROADS MAINTENANCE IN 
SCOTLAND  

SUBMISSION FROM TRANSPORT SCOTLAND 

Trunk Roads 

1. The trunk road network is one of the largest and most visible community assets
for which the Scottish Government is responsible.  It is estimated to have a
construction value of £21 billion, and adds £1.38 billion to the Scottish economy
annually.  We fully recognise that the operation and maintenance of this vital asset
must continue to support the country by delivering the required service to road users
while providing best value for public money.

2. Current best practice for the management of large infrastructure networks is set
out in the international standard for the management of assets ISO 55001, which
requires organisations to adopt a formal asset management approach.  Transport
Scotland is the first UK trunk road authority to reach this standard, demonstrating that
public funds are being spent in the most efficient and effective manner.

3. We have developed a strong model of oversight of the asset to ensure that the
trunk road is managed, maintained and operated efficiently.  We have robust financial
models which allow us to determine a number of long-term scenarios to understand
both the budget required to achieve various condition targets, and the impact of
different levels of investment on condition.  These financial plans are communicated
to Scottish Ministers as part of our ongoing engagement in relation to financial
planning and overall management of transport.

4. We invested £437 million in managing, maintaining, and safely operating the
Scottish trunk road network in 2018/19.  This increased to £470 million in 2019/20.
We are currently investing in essential road maintenance schemes, our bridge
strengthening programme and ancillary assets, and increasing the resilience of the
network to unplanned events such as flooding and high winds.  In addition, the overall
condition of our network is being enhanced through the delivery of our capital
investment programme (for example, the M8 was completed in 2017 and our
programme for the A9 dualling which is already underway).

5. We are confident that our current model continues to represent the best option
for this public service delivery.  The trunk road operating company contracts are widely
regarded as providing good value for money with competitive procurement and pricing
delivering significant savings of over the life of the contracts to date.  These efficiencies
have allowed us to deliver a greater level of activity within available budgets.  The
latest generation of these contracts (the Network Management Contracts) will provide
enhanced levels of service (e.g. for customer service and winter maintenance
activities) and are currently undergoing procurement.  Tranche 1 will see the south
east and south west units commence service in August 2020, with Tranche 2 then
commencing service in the northern units in August 2022.
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6. We have undertaken a collaborative review of our National Transport Strategy
to set out a compelling vision for the kind of transport system we want for Scotland
over the next 20 years, one that protects our climate and improves lives.  This included
a review of transport governance.  The consultation on the draft Strategy was launched
at the end of July and will close on 23 October 2019.  Post-consultation, we will
produce a final version of the Strategy with an accompanying delivery plan.

7. The second Strategic Transport Projects Review (STPR2) is being undertaken
in tandem with the review of the National Transport Strategy (NTS) and will help deliver
the vision, themes and outcomes for transport set out in the strategy to determine
Scottish Government's future transport investment priorities over the next two
decades.  This includes ensuring the network is well placed to support the
Government’s aim of moving to a low carbon economy.

Local Roads 

8. The Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 places the statutory responsibility for local
roads improvement, maintenance and repair with local road authorities.

9. The vast majority of funding to local authorities from the Scottish Government
is provided via a block grant and we do not stipulate how local authorities should utilise
their individual allocations.  It is therefore the responsibility of each local authority to
manage their own budget and to allocate the financial resources available to them on
the basis of local needs and priorities, having first fulfilled their statutory obligations
and the jointly agreed set of national and local priorities.  Excluding Health, the Scottish
Government’s resource budget in 2019-20 is lower in real terms than in 2018-
19. Despite this cut the Scottish Government have continued to ensure our partners
in local government receive a fair funding settlement.  The Scottish Government is
delivering a funding package of £11.2 billion for local authorities, a real terms increase
of £310 million for essential public services in Scotland.

10. The Scottish Government is committed to working with all local authorities to
help improve the condition and safety of the road network, and we do this through the
Road Collaboration Programme which is jointly funded between national and local
government.  This programme demonstrates our commitment to ensuring integrated
service provision and providing efficient public services.  In addition, road authorities
have also been working with industry partners to make positive changes to how road
maintenance is undertaken, with a focus on efficiency, collaboration and innovation.
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